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SPORTS 
Tiger Pugs Favored To Win 
Conference Crown Tomorrow 
Night. Basketeers In Hot Race 
For Bid To Southern Conference 
Play-Offs. Baseball, Track, And 





Lieutenant Colonel Albert H. 
Peyton To Conduct The Annual 
Spring Inspection Of The Cadet 
Corps. Colonel Herbert IVt. Pool 
To Conduct Citadel Spring In- 
spection. 
.M**^" 
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Bengal Boxers Favored To Win Conference Crown 
Douthit, Cope, Barnett Named Trustees 
General 
Three M 
Men Will Serve 
For Four Years 
Three members of the 
Clemson Board of Trustees 
F. E. Cope, J. B.' Douthit, Jr., 
and W. D. Barnett— were 
this week re-elected to the 
board by the South Carolina 
General Assembly. They will 
continue in office for four 
years. 
Mr. Barnett, of Columbia, has 
served four terms with the board 
of trustees. He was a member of 
the board from 1920 through 1932 
and was reeleeted in 1935. Mr. Cope, 
of Cope, has been a member of the 
board since 1926. Mr. Douthit, of 
Pendleton, was first elected in 1935. 
The Board of Trustees is com- 
posed of seven life members and 
six term members. Besides the three 
men who were re-elected this week, 
term members are S. H. Sherard ,of 
Ninety Six, W. C. Graham, of Pam- 
plico, and Edgar A. Brown, of Barn- 
well. 
Life members of the board are 
board are W. W. Bradley, of Co- 
lumbia, A. P. Lever, of Columbia, 
Paul Sanders, of Fitter, J. E. Sir- 
rine, of Greenville, Cristie Benet, 
of Columbia, T. B. Young, of Flor- 
ence and R. M. Cooper, of Charles- 
ton. S. W. Evans, college treasurer, 
has served, as secretary to the 
group since 1914. 
The board is scheduled to meet 
at Clemson March 15. 
Assembly Reelects 
en To Colleqe Boar d 
Iota Epsilon To 
Begin Induction 
Of New Members 
Twenty two new members will be- 
gin their iniation into Iota Epsilon, 
local industrial education club, early 
next week. Formed by the industrial 
education freshmen last year, the 
main purpose of the club is to 
create a closer friendship between 
students and professors. 
New members are J. C. Adams, 
A. J. Alexander, F. B. Auerhamer, 
D. P. Belk, J. G. Brown, H. Cohen, 
M. Craig, S. E. Easterling, J. E. El- 
liot, J. Derrick, K. M. Hammond, 
W. C. Hughes, C. P. Lytton, R. 
McCants, H. Pierce, R. F. Powell, 
J. Prince, F. D. Rogers, M. P. Wat- 
son, C. F. Wilkerson, W. F. Whit- 
ney and M. Wood. 
Charter members of the club 
are J. S. Gasque, president; B. D. 
Free, vice president; R. D. Byrd, 
secretary and treasurer, C. E. 
Evans, historian, W. C. Foster, S. 
F. Crews, E. S. Compton, W. C. 
Pinson, G. F. Goblet, an dB. h. 
McLaulin. 
CAPTAIN: Milton Berry, Atlanta, Ga., senior will lead Clemson's 
battling Bengals through the ropes Friday in the Southern Con- 
ference boxing tournament at Columbia. Berry has been an out- 
standing contender for three years for the Tigers' and Clemson 
supporters are expecting him to be up near the top in the standings. 
BY THEIR 
—Words— 
I know of no other way of get- 
ting citizens of our country than 
by motherhood .... 
Epting 
God pity the agricultural fu- 
ture of South Carolina when this 
bunch of    sophomores    gets    into 
power. 
 Goodale 
Some people haven't yet learned 
to eat peas with a fork. 
 Taylor 
It's not information that the 
student wants these days, it's en- 
tertainment.—Rhyne. 
When you get to my ripe, old 
age you'll find that women and 
Military Science don't mix.—Huf- 
ford. 
"If you boys had more back-bone 
and less wish-bone you'd be better 
off."—Cardemos. 
With four different methods you 
'should get one correct answer.— 
Kirkwood. 
He went in for curves rather 
than for Just plain figures.—Free- 
man. 
Sh. . . . Don't wake him up back 
there.—Gates. 
Put your keys in your pocket; lit1 




After dinner speaking was fea- 
tured at the regular meeting of 
the Calhoun Forensic Society last 
Thursday night. Speakers included 
Jimmie Nesbitt, Bob Stoddard, S. 
K. Able, R. B. Segars, and Mitchell 
Simmons. 
Assuming that the place of the 
meeting was an alumni banquet 
in the college mess hall, Nesbitt 
acted as Toastmaster. H? intro- 
duced Stoddard, who spoke on 
"Clemson Ten Years Ago"; Able, 
who talked on "The History of 
Clemson Athletics"; Segars, who 
discussed possible "Improvements in 
the social life at Clemson"; and 
Simmons, who told of "The History 
of Student Publications." 
It was announced at the meeting 
that a "Professor Quiz" will head 
the 'program for this week. A 
member will be selected to ask stu- 
dents in the society questions simi- 
lar to those featured on several 
popular radio programs. 
Campus Youngsters 
In Auto Accident 
Kathleen Hall, daughter of C. 
M. Hall of the extension service, 
Frances Goodwin, neice of Major 
David Barnett of the command- 
ant's staff, and David Barnett Jr. 
were injured when the automobile 
in which they were riding skidded 
and overturned on the road be- 
tween Lake Isaqueena and Clem- 
son Saturday afternoon. 
David Barnett Jr., driver of the 
car, received a wrenched back and 
was severely bruised. Miss Good- 
win and Miss Hall suffered 
minor cuts and bruises. 
Crouch To Present 
Winthrop PSA Keys 
Dr. Sidney Crouch, pastor of the 
Presbyterian church, has been in- 
vited by the Presbyterian Student 
Association of Winthrop to pres- 
ent "keys" to their outstanding 
members. Dr. Crouch will perform 
the ceremony this weekend while 
attending the Y. M. C. A. student 
religious conference at Winthrop. 
The design for these "keys" was 
adopted from the Clemson P. S. A. 
/key". 
Dr. W. H. Mills of the Rural 
Sociology department, will preach 
Sunday at the Presbyterian 
church. 
New Sophomores; 
New Jokes, That's 
Bill Lippincott 
Bill Lippincott, headmaster of 
sophomore chemical analysis clas- 
ses, has a new shingle for his office 
in the basement of the chemistry 
building. In shining colored let- 
tering the sign says, "The original 
Lippincott, the magician." 
Bill says that he does not 
know where tho sign came from. 
"I found it on the door about two 
weeks ago," he says," and just 
didn't bother to take it down. 
There wasn't any use. Some sop- 
homore would put up something 
else up—maybe the same one who 
originated this one would get an- 
other one. 
The part of the shingle which 
says, "with hundreds of animal 
and bird assistants," Bill says is 
somewhat true. The red circle 
which says "with hundreds of 
.pieces of » costly equipment," 
though, Bill says is entirely out of 
order. It ain't so. 
Agricultural Group 
To Hear Williams 
Dr. B. O. Williams, professor of 
rural sociology and statistics, will 
address the Clemson chapter of 
Alpha Zeta, national honorary 
agricultural fraternity, at their 
meeting tonight. 
Richard H. Bryant, club chan- 




The college churches, the church 
organists, and the local Garden 
club this week announced a series 
of Sunday vesper hours of or- 
gan music which are ,to run for 
several weeks. 
The first of these programs will 
be presented this Sunday at 4 
o'clock at the Clemson Methodist 
church. 
Sunday's program, according to 
an announcement by Mrs. D. W. 
Daniel, will include: 
Largo from "Xerpes"—Haendel. 
Petite Maxche—Dubois. 
Transcribed by James H. Rog- 
ers. 
Evensong—Edward F. Johnston. 
Mrs. Frank Alexander is organ- 
ist in charge of Sunday's program. 
Jerusalem—Parker and Malotte's 
The Lord's Prayer will be sung by 
Cadet  Ward  Matthews,  baritone. 
Mrs. Clarence Asbill and Mrs. 
Robert Eaton will render a piano 
and organ duo of Arthur Wie- 
gand's The Harp of St. Cecelia. 
Schon Rosmarian—Kreisler :md 
Farewell to Cacullain—Kreisler will 
be offered as violin solos by Mrs. 
Gaston Gage. 
The student body and campus 
people are especially invited to 
hear these programs, Mrs. Daniel 
said. », 
CD A Dancing Classes 
Be Resumed March 2 
Due to an intra-mural basket- 
ball program which is occupying 
ell available space, the C.D.A. 
has postponed all dancing class- 
es until March 13. 
President Harry McKeown 
announced jtoday that the stu- 
dents , participating at present 
are doing i well and that any 
cadet wishing to join these 
classes may do so by giving 
his name to McKeown and re- i 
porting at the first session. 
Vereen Elected 
Methodist Head 
Lafon C. Vereen, general science 
junior from Latta, was elected pres- 
ident of the S. C. Methodist stud- 
ents association at their meeting 
last week-end in Anderson. 
Vereen, Methodist student leader 
on the campus, has been prominent 
in state-wide student work since 
his freshman year. 
Miss Caroline Blackmon, Con- 
verse, was named vice-president. 
James Allen Knight, Wofford, and 
J. R. Bexis, Clemson, are the re- 
tiring presdient and vice-president, 
respectively. 
Some 25 Methodist students from 
Clemson, accompanied by Reverend 
David A. Clyburn, attended the 
three day conference. 
Education Seniors 
Conducing Classes 
Ten industrial education seniors 
are conducting classes in blue 
print reading, shop work, English, 
and shop math for approximately 
fifty C. C. C. enrollees at the 
camp near Clemson. 
Seniors in charge of the classes 
are: T. • M. Burris, P. H. Adams, 
J. B. Lee, J. L. Almeida, J. 
Theodore, W. D. Collins, H. L. 
Acker, B. D. Hunt, and R. A. Peri- 
cola. 
CONTENDERS: Four mainstays of Coach Bob 
Jones' leather throwers at the conference cham- 
pionship matches this week-end are Edgar Ross, • 
top left, Laurens Driesbach, top right, Warren 
Wilson, bottom left, and Harvey Ferguson. A 
consistent winner this season, Ross is one of the 
rated one of the smartest fighters in the tourna- 
ment. Drisebach a shifty battler is expected to 
throw  plenty  of  leather  before  the * champion is 
crowned. Wilson, greatly improved over last year 
and moved up to the unlimited class was given 
a bye in the first match. A former golden gloves 
finalist, he has scored a number of fast knock- 
outs this year and will depend chiefly upon knock- 
out punches to win top honors. Going into the 
conference bouts fresh from a brilliant fight 
against The Citadel, Ferguson is rated one of the 
standouts  of  his  weight. 
Religious Emphasis Services 
Concluded Here Thursday Night 
Clemson 4-H Club 
Host To Winthrop 
The Clemson 4-H club will be 
host to 40 Winthrop 4-H club 
members this weekend, Fred Wells, 
president announced this week. 
"The girls will arrive Saturday 
afternoon and the group will go 
to the "Y" cabin for a steak din- 
ner," Wells said; "After supper a 
conference will be held in the "Y", 
followed by dancing and open 
house." 
Ag Ed Graduates 
Are Now Employed 
Five mid-term graduates in vo- 
cational agricultural education 
have* obtained positions. 
Wister Jackson is teaching at 
Boy's High in Anderson. The 
former Tiger star will also be as- 
sistant football coach. C. V. Black 
is teaching vocational agricul- 
ture at Woodberry, Tenn., and S. 
P. Stribling, is# teaching agricul- 
ture at Lafayette, Tenn. E. R. 
Stewart is with the Clemson dairy 
department and J. B. Dreher is 
teaching agriculture at Sharon, 
S. C. 
THE COLONEL'S' FAVORITE DATES WILL BE THERE 
Military  Big - Wigs  Preen   For  Ball 
By  BARNEY  MARSHALL 
Bill Bouton got off to an early 
start for the Scabbard and Blade, 
Military Ball, next week when he 
could no longer restrain himself 
at Retreat last Friday. Bouton, 
getting a sudden jitterbug complex 
two weeks in advance of the classic 
series, resembled a cross between 
a Mexican jumping bean and flying 
Dutchman last week when he 
stepped forward to receive his regi- 
mental "report". The booted Ma- 
jor was quoted as saying that it 
wasn't his hooked spurs that made 
him soar for an apparent take-off, 
but rather it was his pent-up emo- 
tions and inhibitions bursting their 
bounds as he thought of the mili- 
tary "blitzkrieg" upon swing that 
is scheduled for March 1-2. 
This statement is significant, for 
it is typical of the mass of cadets 
who are eagerly awaiting "first 
call" for the dances just one week 
away. Clemson's, chapter of Scab- 
bard   and  Blade,   National   Honor 
Military Fraternity, is champing at 
the bit along with hundreds of 
other dance enthusiasts. Within the 
frat itself growing signs of inter- 
nal strife are making themselves 
apparent—each of .its members is 
positive his sponsor will be the 
gal that walks out of the field 
house with the plaque Friday night 
as Honorary Cadet Colonel, and 
each is reluctant to "give ground to 
his "good buddy" who also plans 
on sharing the decision of the 
judges. "All's fair in love and 
war", but who can predict the out- 
come of both love and war, 
The judges are not to be swayed, 
however, and they are very apt to 
reverse the age-old "gentlemen pre- 
fer blondes" attitude. Then too, 
perhaps their important' decision 
will depend upon their moods at 
the Friday night banquet when 
their ballots will select a winner. 
If this is true, Captain Harcombe 
has perchance been approached by 
the sixteen individual members of 
the Scabbard and Blade who each 
has a suggested menu that will 
judges . Your correspondent has 
suspected such a move, and for the 
past week or so he has watched 
genial Harcombe's sanctuary, but 
so far the signs of coercion >.have 
been absent. However, they may 
make a move yet—perhaps in the 
form of propaganda leaflets that 
will flutter down upon the Com- 
mandant's Office at the last mo- 
ment. 
Whatever the outcome will be, 
the corps stands ready to "pass in 
review" for the sweetheart who 
will stand on the hill of moon- 
light rewarded by a very impres- 
sive ceremony at which time the 
winner will be awarded the plaque. 
The "boys of the shining saber" 
have called for the help of select- 
ed Juniors who will put on some 
sort of ritual, and even the Col- 
onel is expected to put a well plac- 
ed kiss upon the lips of the new 
Colonel, 
"We was robbed, dey can't do 
dis to us" might be the reaction 
of the fourteen contestants as the 
bring about a biased opinion by the 
winner is announced, but you can 
be sure that the chosen gal will 
emerge victorious over a group of 
sponsors who will give her a real 
run for her money. Everyone of 
the sponsors is a potential queen, 
and if you don't believe this just 
ask one of the S & B boys—they'll 
put you in the know in short or- 
der. 
Confucius say "Man who has 
Miss for Military Ball is in pretty 
fix. Man who miss Military Ball 
miss pretty  Miss." 
Treasurer Bouton also announces 
the following prices: 
Friday night, formal, $1.25; 9:30 
'till 2:00. 
Saturday Tea, informal, 50c, 2:00 
to 4:00. 
Saturday night, informal, $1.00; 
8:30 to 12:00. 
Block ticket, $2.00, saving 75c.     1 
Dr. G. Ray Jordan, guest speak- 
er at the religious emphasis pro- 
grams at Clemson this week, con- 
cluded the services here with a 
talk in the college chapel this morn- 
ing and the final service of the 
series in the Methodist church to- 
night. 
In his final address in the chapel 
today, Dr. Jordan expressed his 
appreciation to Dr. Sikes, college 
officials, and students for the co- 
operation which they have given 
him and those in charge of the 
programs during the week. Said 
Dr. Jordan, "We deeply appreciate 
the hearty cooperation of everyone 
who has had a part in the programs 
this week, and sincerely hope that 
something has been said or done 
to raise your and our lives to a 
higher plane." 
George Campbell, who has acted 
as song leader and aid to Dr. Jor- 
dan in all of the services this 
week, said, "I don't know when I 
have enjoyed the fellowship of 
students more than I have enjoyed 
this week on the Clemson campus." 
Dr. Sikes, in his remarks of 
thanks, expressed the thanks of 
the student body for the spiritual 
leadership of Dr. Jordan and Mr. 
Campbell and invited Mr. Campbell 
to lead the open air singing at the 
dedication of the Clemson amphi- 
theatre tl^is spring. 
Dr. Jordan conducted services 
in the college chapel Sunday morn- 
ing, for the entire student body 
Monday, the first regiment Tues- 
day, and for the second regiment 
Wednesday. In addition to these 
services. Dr. Jordan spoke every 
evening at the Methodist church. 
The topic of Dr. Jordan's talk to- 
night was, "Open the Door". 
CRANDALL   AT  YORK 
W. G. Orandall, professor of 
vocational education, attended the 
F. F. A. father and son banquet 
at York on. February 15. F. D. 
Johnson, Clemson graduate is the 






COLUMBIA, Feb. 23— Favor- 
ed fighters will see action in 20 of 
24 bouts in all eight divisions on 
the first program of the 14th an- 
nual Southern Conference boxing 
tournament here tomorrow at 8 p. 
m. 
With 56 fighters entered in the 
meet, the first round byes are few 
and far between. On the luck of 
the draw favorites got first round 
passes in only four divisions. 
The Tigers have six of the 24 
seeded spots, two more than their 
closest competitors, North Carolina 
and Maryland, the 1939 champion. 
Close competition is expected, 
however, since all eight teams have 
at least one seeded spot. North 
Carolina and Maryland have four 
each, South Carolina and The Cit- 
adel three each, Duke two and 
N. C. State and V. P. I. one each. 
Seeded fighters in respective • di- 
visions were: McDonald (South 
Carolina) and Winstead in the 120- 
pound. 
Bagnal (The Citadel) and Dorn 
(Clemson)   in  the  127-pound. 
Askin (Maryland) and Ross 
(Clemson)  in the  135-pound. 
Lempesis (The Citadel) Beal 
(South Carolina) Alperstein (Mary- 
land) and Dickerson( North Caro- 
lina)   in the  145-pound. 
Morel (Duke) and Green (Clem- 
son)   in  the   155-pound. 
Rion (Clemson) Ulrich (The 
Citadel) Sanders (North Carolina) 
and Cox (Maryland) in the 165- 
pound. 
Robertson (N. C. State) Sowder 
(Virginia Tech) Murphy (Duke) 
and Ferguson (Clemson) in the 175- 
pound. 
Baxter (South Carolina) and 
Kimball (North Carolina) in the 
unlimited class. 
First round matches will begin 
at 8 p. m. Friday. Semi-final bouts 
begin at 3 p. m. and finals at 8 
p. m. Saturday. 
First round pairings: 
120 - pound class: McDonald 
(South Carolina) vs. Ham (Mary- 
land; Hoffman (The Citadel) vs. 
Berry (Clemson); Brandon (Duke) 
bye; Glass (Virginia Tech) vs. 
Winstead  (North Carolina). 
127-pound class:. Bagnal (The 
Citadel) vs. Jordan (Duke); Alex- 
son (Virginia Tech) vs. Christmas 
(South Carolina); Fleming (N. C. 
State) vs Johnston (North Caro- 
lina); Bradley (Maryland) vs. 
Dorn (Clemson). 
135-pound class: Askin (Mary- 
land) vs. Young (N. C. State); 
Graninger (Virginia Tech) bye; 
Stackhouse (The Citadel) vs. Gen- 
nett (North Carolina); Blatt (South 
Carolina) vs. Ross (Clemson). 
145-pound: Lempesis (The Cita- 
del) vs. Evans (Virginia Tech); 
Dickerson (North Carolina) bye; 
Alperstein (Maryland) vs. Driesbach 
(Clemson); Brown (N. C. State) 
vs. Beall  (South Carolina). 
155-pound class: Morell (Duke) vs. 
Lofton (South Carolina; Rucker 
(The Citadel) vs. Farris (North 
Carolina); Hathway (Maryland) 
bye; Woolvine (Virginia Tech) vs. 
Green  (Clemson). 
165-pound class: Rion (Clemson) 
vs. McCarter (South Carolina); 
Abrams (N. C. State) vs. Cox 
(Maryland); Sanders (North Caro- 
lina) vs. Belmore (Virginia Tech); 
Ulrich (The Citadel) bye. 
175-pound class; Robertson (N. C. 
State) bye: Henson (South Caro- 
lina) ME. Ferguson (Clemson); 
Murphy (Duke) vs. Leites (Mary- 
land); Duncan (The Citadel) vs. 
Sowder   (Virginia   Tech). 
Unlimited class: Baxter (South 
Carolina) oye; Pvles (Maryland) 
bye; Wilson (Clemson) bye; Young 
(The Citadel) vs Kimball (North 
Carolina). 8 
Proper Dance Attire 
Announced By Prexy 
President Harry McKeown 
announces this ■rfeek that the 
following attire only will be 
considered formal for the Fri- 
day night dance of Military 
Ball, March 1. 
Seniors will wear uniform 
blouses with sash over the 
shoulder; Juniors will wear uni- 
form blouses with sash around 
the waist; Sophomores and 
Freshmen will wear the uniform 
blouse with  dress belt. 
The Friday night dance will 
be the only formal dance of the 
series, while the other two, the 
Saturday afternoon Tea dance 
and the Saturday night dance, 
will be informal. 1 
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Trustees 
The South Carolina General Assembly's 
decision this week to retain the services of 
three Clemson trustees, Mr. JOE DOUTHIT, 
Mr. W. D. BARNETT, and Mr. J. E. COPE was 
heartily approved here by all persons con- 
nected with Clemson. 
The record of public service of these 
men both to Clemson and to the state is 
common knowledge. 
During their tenure of office as board 
members Clemson has made rapid progress 
and these men played their parts in this 
development. 
Search the state and you could not find 
three more capable men, or three more in- 
terested in the welfare of Clemson than 
DOUTHIT, BARNETT, and COPE, alumni all. 
Commendable Cooperation 
The Senior Disciplinary Council and the 
College Deans and Directors are to be con- 
gratulated upon the changes which were 
made in the class absence rules for this 
semester. The Senior Council is due com- 
mendation for sanely presenting the stu- 
dents side of the question, and the Direc- 
tors ad Deans are due commendation for 
efficient action on a vital question. 
Although the true soundness of the 
amendment to the regulations will not be 
known until it has stood the test of a 
semester, it was obvious that the rule 
which was used last semester needed ad- 
justments. Too many students were drop- 
ped from classes for cuts that to an ex- 
tent were justified, but were not legal 
under the two day limit. 
Regardless of the final verdict of "the 
amendment, the majority of students favor 
the change. Although more lenient, the 
rule will probably keep as many students 
at college until the official holidays start 
as the more strict rule of last semester— 
M. F. S. 
We Wash Our Hands 
,The Tiger this week received an anony- 
mous letter of a controversial nature in 
reply to, column which was run in last 
week's paper. 
It is an established policy of the paper 
to run all communications to the editor in 
our Tom Clemson column when these mis- 
siles are signed. We cannot, however, ac- 
cept the responsibility for this material, 
and will print none of it unless the writer 
jg. willing to assume the responsibility for 
""his article. 
We are retaining the letter which was 
received and will print it in its entirity 
when someone claims fits authorship. 
The Tar Heel Has Spoken 
m discussing the increased enrollment 
at the University of North Carolina The 
Daily* Tar Heel, student publication of the 
University, asks and answers several ques- 
tions which should be of vital interest to 
every one interested in Clemson. 
This   newspaper   quotes   the   editorial 
merely as thoughts which rate considera- 
tion in planning the course of Clemson. 
"Has  the  optimum  been  reached? 
Would any material increase over the 
present record-high lead to decreased 
efficiency in education?      These are 
questions we cannot answer with fi- 
nality. New York University finds it 
can  educate  37,000  students.    Many 
other schools operate on the theory 
that a small student body—a few hun- 
dred ,or a couple of thousand—is the 
most desirable. 
"But there are certain fixed factors ^ 
which can answer the question of when 
to limit registration. It is probable that 
the flood of federal grants and loans 
for building will not recur anytime 
soon. State finances and legislative 
attitudes being as they are, it is ques- 
tionable that there will be much hope 
of increased appropriation from the 
state. It goes without saying that we 
oppose increase in student fees and 
tuition. 
"Be it also understood that we want 
a progressive university. But progress 
in total enrollment might soon mean 
retrogression in quality of education. 
Diminishing returns may set in any- 
time. Our comment is that any fur- 
ther increase in total enrollment 
should be made with caution." 
Den Influence Goes 
We all had a big laugh last year after 
the Martian scare when reports made the 
rounds that a card playing group in Senior 
barracks' Monte Carlo had forsaken their 
"hands" and "pots" in middle of the game 
to join a next door prayer meeting. 
The incident was amusing, but the fact 
that Monte Carlo existed wasn't. True, the 
games may have been an innocent means 
of passing away the time; but money was 
often involved, and no matter how little 
the amount lost, students were the losers 
—boys had to lose—and few Clemson 
boys can afford to lose anything. 
Thanks to some efficiency somewhere, 
barracks this year is free of the "den' 
influence and shysters generally. We 
think that this "efficiency" will continue 
in barracks, because it has the firm back- 
ing of the cadet corps; and it is our opin- 
ion that it will be extended to include the 
entire Clemson community—downtown, et 
al. 
With Other Colleges f ACPj 
"One Half Doesn't Know . . " 
You guys who are prone to squawk 
about having to carry a nine pound rifle 
around the drill field should consider 
the plight of the average band member; 
he's probably packing a mammoth tuba 
or a cumbersome bass drum. Life has it's 
other side. 
Washington ... Our Hero 
This is the birthday of America's great- 
est legendary hero. It is fitting and prop- 
er to honor him on his natal day. 
We stand awed at the wonderful tales 
of his strength, wisdom,'courage, and for- 
sight. He is America's hero. 
Fully aware are we that he was the lead- 
er of his time and an almost idyllic model 
of character for youth of today. 
His life epitomized dignity, strength, both 
physical and moral, and wisdom. 
The great figure of a great epqch in 
American history, was GEORGE WASHINGTFN, 
father of his country. 
This newspaper salutes the memory of 
a great and noble character. Thank God, 
his type America chooses to idolize! 
Legislators Should Exterminate 
Last semester the Tiger took editorial 
action against the "loan sharks." The 
campaign was comparatively short-lived 
because the loaning gentry of this com- 
munity were less pernicious than is cus- 
tomary. 
This newspaper is gratified to note that 
the state of South Carolina is investigat- 
ing loan conditions with a view toward 
correcting conditions, which' preliminary 
reports show to be malodorous, to say the 
least. 
Loan sharks can be driven out of busi- 
ness, either by force of public opinion, or 
by legislative action. In view of the leech- 
oflike activities of the loan-lizards the 
method of extermination should hardly £e 
questioned, except in regards to its effec- 
tiveness.—C. C. E. 
In Defense 
Dr.. G. R.AY JORDAN, who this week was 
the principal speaker at religious emphasis 
programs is at least one man who does not 
think that America is "going to the dogs." 
Said Dr. JORDAN, "I think the youth of 
today is just as serious minded as their 
fathers or grandfathers were. Various 
changes in the mode of living has changed 
the mode of expression of this seriousness, 
but it, nevertheless, is still evident." 
How true. 
Boxing Finale 
Tomorrow Clemson's boxing team goes 
into action for the last time this season in 
the Southern Conference Tournament in 
Columbia. 
Under the guidance of Mentor BOB JONES 
they've compiled an impressive, even out- 
standing record and those who are closest 
to the scene feel that they'll be right in 
the midst of things when the officials start 
handing out the prizes Saturday night. 
The Tiger predicts victory, but, win or 
lose, fight fans will see an exhibition of 
that clean, aggressive sportsmanship which 
characterizes Clemson athletes. 
WORLD* YOUNGEST 
FRATERNITY BROTHER 
[PETE [BROWNER, YEAR OLD SON 
■ OF THE BASEBALL COACH AT 
COLORADO ST. COLLEGE OF EDUCA- 
TION, TOOK THE PLEDGE IN DELTA 
RSI AND SIGNED THE PETITION 
WITH HIS HANDPRINT/ 
THE HEIGHTS DAILY NEWS STAFF OF 
NEW YORK UNIV. DISTRIBUTED 30,000 
COPIES OF THEIR PAPER AT THE NYU- 
FORDHAM GAME LAST FALL IN YANKEE 
STADIUM. IT WAS THE LARGEST SINGLE 
ISSUE OF ANY COLLEGE PAPER/ 
By MITCHELL SIMMONS. 
FURMAN 
The rocking chair generals of 
the Furman Hornet are definitely 
agin' war, and any preparation for 
war. In reply to a forum letter last 
week, the Hornet said, "We are 
strongly opposed to the C. A. A., 
the R. O. T. C, or any other agency 
that leads us closer to the gory 
murder over trivialities and misun- 
derstandings that are of little con- 
cern to me as a student or as a 
citizen. That's" the trouble with us, 
we're 'just a„- bunch of damned pa- 
cifists'. But we'd rather be plugging 
away at a typewriter than at a 
German, even in a 400 m. p. h. pur- 
suit plane. 
"But the whole idea of last week's 
editorial," the article continues "and 
a point that the writer of the above 
letter fails ignominously to grasp, 
is that this (the CAA) is a step 
toward getting this country into 
another such utterly stupid affair 
as that of 1917-18." 
And they add, "It's all in the 
point of view." 
THE KIDNAP RACKET 
There is an honest-to-goodness 
kidnap racket going on out Easley 
way, and the victims are Clemson 
students. 
Last spring boys. trickled in 
from week-end leaves telling of be- 
ing taken for ransom while hitch- 
hiking out of Easley; but few peo- 
ple took the tales seriously. 
Here lately, though, things be- 
gan popping again. Several boys 
told stories that matched, 
stories that prompted Editor Lever 
to write Sheriff Andy Ross, of 
Pickens county, asking that he' 
make   a   thorough  investigation. 
This is how the racket worked 
on one group of victims, Bo Wat- 
son, 'a sophomore from Greenville 
and Nick DeMai and Tom Smith: 
Two white men and a Negro in 
a black, two-door '39 model Chev- 
rolet stopped at the forks on the 
Easley-Clemson road, offered Wat- 
son and the hitch-hiking com- 
panions a lift to Calhoun (which 
is about a quarter mile from Clem- 
son proper). After the boys were 
comfortably packed in a com- 
partment behind the front seat, 
the driver turned his car and 
headed at a rapid rate of speed 
down the left fork of the road to- 
wards the mill. Asked where 
he was going, the driver said he 
had to take the 'nigger' home first. 
After a five-minute ride, the car 
was stopped. The men turned 
around and one of them said some- 
thing like this to the now 
frightened boys: 
"We're going to Piedmont. If you 
give us fifty cents each we might 
take you back to the Easley road." 
The three captives scraped to- 
gether all they had, eighty-five 
cents, and the driver, "out of ' the 
kindness of my heart", took the 
money and dropped the boys off 
at their original stand. 
How many students have been 
victims of this racket so far, I do 
not know, but Watson said he 
could recognize the car and the 
driver anywhere. 
If the local Easley. police, or 
the other proper authorities do not 
act quickly in this matter, Jimmie 
Lever says the Tiger will inform 
the FBI and try to arrange for 
some action under the Lindbergh 
kidnap laws. 
MORE ON CRIME 
Mid-term  exams   are  long  past, the band section. 
and most of the grades are in, but 
we can't possibly let that hell- pe- 
riod slip by without making men- 
tion of the professor who put up 
a fake set of grades two days 
ahead of schedule to scare the wits 
out of his class. I know a number 
of students who have offered their 
all for a chance to see that man 
burn—in the hereafter. 
THE CAPTAIN'S FRACTIONS 
When Captain Harcombe was 
studying fractions ■ in grammar 
school, a wise teacher patted him 
on the head one day and said, 
"You're too bright a boy to be in 
this class, J, D.," and she promot- 
ed him a grade. 
As a result, the Captain never 
did^learn fractions. Through the 
years he dodged fractions and sub- 
stituted decimals. 
Today the genial mess officer is 
said to handle decimals better 
than anybody in three  counties. 
THE   GREAT   BATTALION 
If you don't believe that the 
Second Battalion, Second Regi- 
ment is the best in school, ask 
Manly Stallworth. If you're a be- 
liever in Manly, (and I am) you'll 
be almost convinced by a combina- 
tin   of   black-and-white   details. 
Here are some of that unit's vir- 
tues, as outlined by the Stallworth: 
It has all the rat class officers; 
two sophomore class officers; the 
senior president; one company 
commander ( Tom Richardson) 
considered among the most effi- 
cient in the corps, and general 
chairman of the engineer-architect 
shows; another company comman- 
der (Bill Wawe) heads the college 
Y and holds about every honor 
Clemson can give; then there's 
president of the first sergeants club 
(Ed Ross), head of Pershing Rifles 
(Seig Holmes), top notch foot- 
baller of next year (Chippy Man- 
ess), and the most entertaining 
man in school   (Ed Robinson). 
"I don't believe even Over-The- 
Rhyne can match that," boasts 
Manly. 
HIGH POWER 
Song-Leader George Campbell, 
the religious emphasis week stirrer 
upper, got more music out the 
corps at the Monday chapel than 
lots of folks thought was there. 
The humming was especially 
good. Most of the harmony, and 
good harmony at that, came from 
UNIVERSITY OF CHATTANOOGA 
The University Echpjs advisor to 
the love-problemed has done 4t 
again. Solved the problem of keep- 
ing plenty of. males on the string. 
And it's as simple as remembering 
four simple points: 
"Point No. 1, Bo alive, be inter- 
ested, even be worried when O. O. 
(one and only) stubs his toe on a 
flake of snow. 
"Point No. 2. Comb your hair oc- 
casionally— once a day anyway, 
just to give the appearance of good 
grooming. 
"Point No-. 3. Don't chase O. O. 
too much—when you call him let 
him say a word or two, and never 
talk longer than an hour. Some oth- 
er dame might wanta call him, you 
know. 
"Point No. 4. When the tender 
parting moment comes—who.- was 
it said "parting's such a sweet sor- 
row's—be ready, willing and able 
(emphasis on the last!) but sweet 
and maidenly with it all." 
Which may, or may not be good 
advice. But the Tiger will be glad 
to furnish the names of 2,272 eligi- 
ble males who will be very happy 
to help out with point No. 4. 
—oscar knows all about "Pretty 
Boy" Lightsey's Columbia trips, and 
this time it looks like the fickle 
one's intentions are honorable. 
—oscar says— 
—that Coach Howard is consider- 
ing putting Bob Moorman on his 
staff as his official speech maker. 
—oscar says—- 
—that he hopes none of the am- 
bitious C.A.A. boys try a take-off 
such as was depicted in "Coast 
Guard." 
—oscar says— 
—that rat S. A. Knight's permit, 
to wear his prep-school medals, 
endorsed personally by Col. Pool 
fates him as this week's outstand- 
ing cadet. 
—oscar says— 
. —that P. J. Burns is the latest 
addition to the Horses Neck Club, 
due to his inspection Sat. morning 
after Mid-Winters. 
—osc&r says— 
> —he suspects that "Ex." Charlie 
Bailes has had enough sleep by 
now and that next time Charlie 
has a date up he won't even shut 
an eye. 
•—oscar says— 
—that maybe Frankie will forget 
the "blanket episode" now that 
"Pershing Riflemen" Holmes has 
made  Tiger  Brotherhood. 
—oscar says— 
—that O. K. Cook seems very 
sad of late, and oscar wonders if 
Gladys' leaving the Grill has any- 
thing to.-do with it. 
—oscar says— 
—that  Winone  of  the  Grill  re- 
cently served these lines with "Bea- 
ver Foot" Marett's  dessert—"Bless 
him heart; him were hungry." 
—oscar says— 
—that he agrees "with Katie 
Clemson about the gals at Winthrop 
not being eskimos. 
—Oscar  says— 
—that Bettie at Limestone is 
very indignant because he forgot 
to  mention   her   Alma   Mater  last 
week her     address is   No.     7 
Cooper, Limestone college, Gaff- 
ney. 
WINTHROP 
But for Winthrop a vital point 
(maybe this would be point No. 5) 
is to keep from being quarantined 





TO AND FROM 
TOM CLEMSON 
DEAR TOM 
No matter what tne old prophet 
is called today he is still without 
honor in his own country. And 
since all five Republican cadets' in 
school are definitely in a foreign 
country, we accord them honor by 
responding to their feeble political 
stirrings and implore them to find 
some feasible G. O. P- plank to 
stand on, (if that is possible), in 
order that we may begin a debate. 
As for our own stance, at pres- 
ent we feel that we can stand any 
amount of elephant trumpeting 
and will go out on the limb, to the 
Republican way of thinking, by 
pledging our support to a third 
term for Roosevelt. AH the Young 
Republicans have to do now is yell 
when. We  have already spoken. 
Having had no "socials", as mis- 
construed by last weeks writer, the 
boys are more than anxious to en- 
gage in a debate over, "party" 
problems and have expressed the 
sentiment that such a clash might 
serve a social purpose very well, 
in view of the fact that the Clem- 
son G. O. P. group is so determin- 
ed. 
Seriously, we look forward to a 
Republican blast at our state- 
ments in the next issue, and if a 
public debate brews, then here's to 
it. Maybe the resulting furor will 
be loud enough to attract "Tieless" 
Joe. If it is we'll have to call Jim 
Farley  again. 
So long until next week. Thanks 
for the opportunity of scaring up 
a few storm clouds. 
BILL  WADE. 
MUSIC 
Dear Tom, 
It does not seem that any person 
can consider himself well educated 
unless he has acquired some ap- 
preciation for music. Music is an 
art, and art should be a part of 
everyone's cultural background. The 
youth of today is- turning more and 
more towards finer music. ■ To 
possess a knowledge of the subject 
affords one more and better social 
contacts. If one does not possess 
a propensity for music, there is no 
reason why he cannot acquire a 
liking for it. Many fellows say that 
they cannot stand classical music. 
The main reason is that they won't 
let themselves listen to it. Classical 
music is not like popular music, for 
it cannot be interpreted through 
one hearing. To appreciate a classic 
requires considerable concentration, 
and repeated listening. 
Here at Clemson we have fine 
facilities for enjoying really good 
music. The Carnegie music library 
contains the greatest music of all 
time and has music to fit all 
tastes. These records are available 
for student use at almost anytime.- 
Weekly the Carnegie Music Society 
meets to listen and discuss music in 
general. 
Some of the finest musicians and 
artists in the world come to Win- 
throp and give concerts. Opera, 
light classical music, piano, sym- 
phonic and vocal music are offered 
to the students of many colleges. 
Clemson is the biggest college in 
the state, but we do not have any- 
thing like that. I am sure that 
enough interest could be stimulated 
among the students here at Clem- 
son to warrant a few visits from 
musicians. 
Looking a little closer home, we 
have a fine glee club, and a lot of 
potential   musicians   of   our   own. 
They could do with a little support. 
J. F. CHAPIN. 
—oscar says— 
—that "Fickle Footsie" Young 
has tried hard and long to make 
this column, to which oscar says, 
"Keep trying Footsie." 
—oscar says— 
—that "Gus" Geer has the Min- 
aret initiates wondering just who 
the "Scab" really is. 
—oscar says— 
—that with Military Ball drawing 
nigh he (oscar) advises all aspiring 
Frosh to get a half-nelson on their 
gals' hearts 'cause big-wigs .mean 
business. 
—oscar says— 
—that since Spring football prac- 
tice has finally begun the fond 
fathers in Six-Mile can put away 
their shotguns. 
—oscar says— 
—that since "Muddy Water" Boo- , 
zer moved out on the campus he 
seems happy as a lark.    Reason: 
He  can  use  the  phone  morning, 
noon, and night. 
—oscar says— 
—Katie Clemson tells us what 
kind of a place Winthrop is: Well, 
Clemson's a place where men are 
men, and that's that. 
—oscar says— 
—that it seems that Stoudemlre 
is determined not to be a good boy, 
but out of fairness to the corps 
and future visitors, oscar would 
appreciate it if "Handsome" would 
tell the vandals who come to see 
him not to tear his picture out of 
the guest room Taps. 
—oscar says— 
—that after reading the reply in 
last week's Tiger to an Anderson 
Daily Mail editorial he definitely 
ain't gonna say nothin' about Sgt. 
Helton 'cept amen. 
—oscar says— 
—that the let down after mid- 
winters is very noticeable—except 
among the C.D.A., and oscar won- 
ders if McKeown will get a Zephyr 
or a Rolls for graduation—or maybe 
"Hopey" Cranford will sell him an 
Oldsmobile. 
Seventeen miles of shelves have 
been added to the University of 
Illlnds library. They'll accomodaste 
half a million books 
By  GUS WHAM 
FRIDAY, "GULLIVER'S TRAV- 
ELS" — Whimsical and fantastical 
in every respect, Paramount's in- 
terpretation of Jonathan Swift's 
classic is doubly enjoyable when 
brought to the screen by animat- 
ors Max and Dave Fleischer. The 
enchanting love affair of the beau- 
tiful Lilliputian princess and the 
handsome prince from Blefusco is 
quite similar to the one found in 
Snow White" but, as a whole, Par- 
amount has made it as different in 
every respect as is possible. The 
show is comparable to anything 
ever produced through the pen 
and ink technique. If you liked 
"Snow White" don't fail to cast 
your peepers on this one. 
SATURDAY, "SHOP AROUND 
THE CORNER" — If good acting 
makes a good show then this one 
should be tops. The top trio is Mar- 
garet Sullivan, James Stewart, 
and Frank Morgan who lend their 
acting abilities to the production 
of a cinderalla theme unfolded 
against the background of a Bud- 
apest luggage shop. James Stewart 
is tops as the gentleman who dis- 
penses luggage and gifts, but finds 
love as his most popular item. The 
picture is catalogued among the 
new year's topnotchers so you can't 
go wrong by seeing it. 
MONDAY, "NINOTCHKA" — 
The great Garbo is back. This time 
in a comedy drama that's rated 
sky-high in the movie industry. 
Melvyn Douglas is the other .jialf 
of the romantic team that's bound 
to "start the "love-bug abiting." 
Melvyn Douglas goes to Russia to 
represent an exiled Duchess at the 
sale of her jewels by the Soviet 
government, and there meets 
Garbo who .is representing the 
Soviet. For "youse guys" who are 
slow withthe fairer sex, now's the 
time to get the inside dope on the 
technique  of  romancing. 
TUESDAY — The show hasn't 
been scheduled, but you can al- 
ways look to Holtzy to pull a good 
one out of the bag. 
WEDESDAY—"CONGO MAISIE" 
 Ann Sothern as the wisecrack- 
ing, troubleshooting show gal de- 
livers another entertainment wal- 
lop when she invades the African 
jungles. Even in the jungles Maisie 
knows all the answers and her gift 
of gab saves the day when she 
quells a cannibal uprising with her 
card tricks and bull shooting. The 
critics rate it good so if you like 
the Sothern style it's 70 minutes of 
your time. 
THURSDAY, "BROTHER RAT 
AND BABY" — If you liked 
"Brother Rat" then don't miss this 
one. It may not be as zippy as its 
predecessor but it still has what it 
takes to make you roll in the aisle 
with laughter. Priscilla Lane and 
Wayne Morris team together to 
show movie fans what love in a 
military school can do for one. 
Things get too complicated when 
baby enters the picture. It's enter- 
taining   aplenty   so   beat   your   ole 
By DICK BREELAND 
What Does Confucius Say? 
W. G. Lindsay, sophomore—"Con-   of  the  Morris   chair 
fucius say girl can live on love—if 
he is wealthy." 
W. L. Jackson,' senior—"Confucius 
say man who drive with one hand 
likely to run into church." 
Ed Hallman, junior— "Confucius 
say he who has puppy love lead 
dog life." 
A. D. Sutton, senior—"Confucius 
say bachelor is man who has no 
children to speak of." 
Steve Milton, sophomore—"Confu- 
cius say strip teaser lead dog life 
because   always   shedding." 
R. C. Fellers, senior— "Confucius 
say when man of hour make love, 
girl must watch every second." 
P. D. Seabrook, junior—"Confu- 
cius say no accident insurance pro- 
tect girl who has wrong policy." 
Forrest Abbott, sophomore—"Con- 
fucius say 'Have heard about en- 
gineers' daughter? Woo woo!'" 
Perry Macomsom, freshman — 
"Confucius say baby who cry for 
food in Japan get bust in mouth." 
J. W. Paris, freshman—"Confu- 
cius say she who loved and lost had 
wrong lawyer." 
W. I. Jones, sophomore—"Confu- 
cius say love only fire no can get 
insured against." 
H. L. Cook] senior— "Confucius 
say girl's face may be fortune, but 
legs draw interest: 
Raymond p.  Cochran, senior, he 
Down with 
Confucianism. He is bag of ancient 
Chinese bones. On with 'Cochran- 
ism.-" He is the modern way to 
success through his theory of relax- 
ation." 
Q. L. Chapman, freshman— "Con- 
fucius say old maid who write let- 
ter often get male in return." 
W. M. Poe, sophomore—"Confu- 
cius say politician who sling mud 
loses ground." 
Dick Forrester, senior— "Confu- 
cius say one way to get chap off 
lips is to slap face." 
Joe Smith, freshman—"Confucius 
say love is one game never called 
on  account  of  darkness." 
P. W. McAlister, junior—"Confu- 
cius say cub who sink chief gets 
seat of pants warmed." 
T. C. Moss, freshman—"Confucius 
say distance between ears . . . one 
block." 
F. Wyndham, junior—"Confucius 
say it is easier to die for woman 
you love than to live with her." 
Norton Buff, sophomore—"Confu- 
'cius say' life is one fool thing after 
another. Love is two fool things 
after each other. 
D. T. Smith, senior—"Confucius 
say woman who kiss bearded man 
is faced with ticklish proposition." 
J. M. RaM), sophomore—"Confu- 





On Victor, this week, Lionel 
Hampton has cut two sides. "Mun- 
son Street Breakdown" is in real 
"breakdown tempo", and is a ve- 
hicle for some fine rides—notably 
•Clyde Hart on piano, Ziggy Elman 
on trumpet, 'and Hampton on vibes. 
"I Cant' Get Started" is played 
slowly and beautifully, but would 
be much beter if Hampton had 
given some of the other fine solo- 
ists a chance instead of hogging 
the spotlight himself. 
Four sides ,by Tommy Dorsey 
feature vocals by Anita Boyer, and 
Allan DeWitt (replacing Jack Leon- 
ard, who was forced to retire be- 
cause of a throat ailment). "Angel, 
It's A Blue World," "I've Got My 
Eyes On You", and "I Concentrate 
On You", are all in medium tempo. 
"Angel" sounds like a Sy Oliver 
arrangement. "Concentrate" is a 
beautiful tune and should go. 
Three fast tunes and a waltz 
come from Bob Zurk-e. The fast 
ones—"I Want My Mama," "Nickle 
Nabber Blues", and "You Hit My 
Heart With A Bang"; the waltz— 
"Put Your Little Foot In There'". 
Of the lot, "Nickle" is the best. 
BLUEBIRD  RECORDS 
Four sides by Glenn Miller are 
"Ooh! What You Said," "I Beg 
Your Pardon", "When You Wish 
Upon A Star", and "The Gaucho 
Serenade".   "Pardon" is one of his 
best, and should soon rank with 
iadjTout oflTcents and "dash down I other Miller recordings, such as 
to see it. ' "Speaking   - of  Heaven",  "Careless", 
and "My Prayer". 
Charlie Barnet also comes forth 
With four new sides—"Thank Your 
Stars", "I Kinda Like You", Co- 
manche War Dance", and "Tappin' 
At The Tappa". The first two fea- 
ture his new vocalist, Mary Ann 
McCall, formerly with Woody Her- 
man. Barnet is still tops in saxing, 
and in arrangements. "Thank" 
shows what a good arrangement 
can do when coupled with a good 
tune. The drum solo played by 
Cliff Lehman in "Comanche" is an 
authentic savage rhythm. "Tap- 
pin' " is slow, and is about as close 
to negro stuff as it is possible for, 
whites to get. 
Bob Chester continues to turn out 
good ones. "Turn On The Old 
Music" and "I've Got No Strnigs" 
both contain some nice bits of 
tenoring. "Turn" is psuedo Bach in 
the first chorus. "Strings" is well 
arranged and contains a vocal by 
Dolores O'Neil. 
Tony Pastor, ex-Artie Shaw tenor 
man, has built a new band much on 
the pattern of. Shaw's. The . sax 
section has exactly the same tone. 
Pastor's "Watching The . Clock" 
might be Artie^s band, if you'll let 
your ears decide. 
A-skine Hawkins, "The 20th Cen- 
tury Gabriel", records two more, 
"I Hadn't Anyone 'Till You", and 
"Baltimore Bounce". "Anyone" is 
beautifully done. The sax work is 
outstanding. "Bounce" is real, black 
swing. It hasn't the simplicity of 
"Tuxedo Junction", but in other 
respects is equally as good. 
Harlan Leonard, a Kansas City 
band, is being hailed as the suc- 
cessor to the late Benny Moten. 
His "Contact", and "Rockin' With 
The Rockets", are both good ex- 
amp.'es of black man's swing—solid 
and inspired.    "' 
i. 
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Leadership  Fraterity   To   Provide   Free   Phone   For Student  Use 
Local Calls Only 
Be Made On Phone 
Tiger Brotherhood 
Sponsors Service 
Tiger Brotherhood, campus hon- 
orary lewlership fraternity, this 
week acted to install a free phone 
at the Guard Room for student use, 
Crawford B. Lawton, president, an- 
nounced today. 
Allen Sanders, chairman of the 
committee in charge of installation, 
said that the telephone company 
representative had been contacted 
and that the phone would prob- 
ably be ready for use by the first 
of next week. 
In a statement to The Tiger to- 
day Sanders said that no long dis- 
tance calls are authoorized and 
that none will be accepted. Stu- 
dents are invited to cooperate with 
the fraternity by not attempting 
to make off the campus calls to 
nearby towns. 
"Calls will be limited to three 
minutes each, and the OD will be 
responsible for the observance of 
proper conduct rules by those us- 
ing the phone," Sanders said. 
The phone will be placed inside 
the Guard Room and will be hand- 
ed out through the inside window 
to anyone wishing to make a call. 
"If the plan proves successful the 
esrvice may be extended in the 
future to provide phones at other 
strategic points in barracks," San- 
ders said. 
Other members of the phone com- 
mittee are Bill Bouton, Barney 
Marshall, Many Lawton, and George 
McMillan. 
'CEILING ZERO" CAST STANDOUTS 
Alma Experiment 
Scrutinized Here 
ALMA, Mich. — (JP) — Elimina- 
tion of final examinations at Alma 
College as an experiment for the 
next two semesters has been an- 
nounced by Prof . Roy Hamilton, 
secretary of the faculty. 
In explaining this inovation, 
Prof. Hamilton said that the. 
change was being made with, a 
view to stimulating students to 
keep up on their daily work. Fre- 
quent tests will be given on the 
basis of daily work, he said. 
Primary reason for the elimina- 
tion of final semester examinations 
is the practice of a great many 
students to neglect their work dur- 
ing the semester, and then stay up 
late during the last few weeks in 
an effort to cram for the tests. 
The system Prof. Hamilton scored 
as being injurious both to the stu- 
dents' health and to the educa- 
tional interests of  any  college. 
Under this new system of class- 
room examinations based on daily 
work, allstudents will be graded 
three times a semester, as has been 
the  custom for freshmen. 
At the same time that he an- 
nounced this new system, Prof. 
Hamilton said that it is planned 
to give a standard comprehensive 
examination to all students at the 
end of their senior year. Such an 
examination, he said, would 
cover the entire college course, 
with special reference given to 
major subjects of each student. 
New Books Added To 
Architecture Library 
The History of Art by Elie Paure 
is among the new books received 
by the Clemson college library and 
deposited in the library of the Archi- 
tectural department. This book pre- 
sents art in an entirely new man- 
ner, showing, through art, the de- 
velopment oi- man. It is a subjec- 
tive work covering ancient, renais- 
sance, and modern art. Other books 
received include "Commercial Art 
and Design" by R. J. Matasek, "In- 
dustrial Architecture" by C. G. 
Holme, and "Private House Electric 
Lighting" by P. H. Taylor. ■ 
Summer Profs 
See Washington 
Mr. J. C. Holler, Anderson 
county superintendent of educa- 
tion, and Miss Thelma Ott, sup- 
erintendent of Anderson county 
elementary schools, were on the 
campus Tuesday to discuss with 
Dean Washington plans for the 
summer school. Both Mr. Holler 
and Miss Ott are on the summer 
school faculty. 
CORPORAL   ANNOUNCED 
Colonel H. M. Poole, commandant, 
announced the promotion of six 
sophomore privates to the rank of 
corporal. 
They are C. P. Dabbs. R. P. Sul- 
livan, and E. T. White of company 
A-l and A. W. Somerville, L. W. 
Doker   and W. C. Pinson of C-l. 
Stop At 
PETE'S LUNCH ROOM No. 2 
For 
Hot   Lunches, Sandwiches, 
and  Short Orders 
N. Main  St.,      Greenville S. C. 
CELEBRITIES: Here are the 
stars of the Community Play- 
ers' next production, "Ceiling 
Zero," which is to be present- 
N ed March 5, 6. Above is pic- 
tured Gilbert Miller, director, 
looking over the script with 
Tom Fitzpatrick, who carries 
the male lead, Jack Stevens, 
and  Archie   MGDOWBII. 
—Photo by  Huffovrt 
CLAUDIANNA EVANS, who 
carries the leading feminine 
role in the play, is shown, right, 
with Cadet George Henriquez 
who carries one of the male 
leads, 
—Photo by  Hufford 
Rising Tide Of 
Student Opinion 
Favors 3rd Term 
By  JOE  BELDEN, EDITOR 
STUDEN OPINION SURVEYS 
AUSTIN, Texas, February 21 — 
With political winds already blow- 
ing in this election year of 1940, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt finds him- 
self with an ever increasing num- 
ber of followers who would like to 
see him run for a third term. But 
this group, among the rank and 
file of voters as well as among col- 
lege students, is still in the minor- 
ity. 
The Student Opinion Surveys of 
America sent its staff ' of inter- 
viewers on campuses of all descrip- 
tions everywhere in the United 
States to ask a scientific cross sec- 
tion of collegians, "Would you like 
to see Roosevelt run for a third 
term?" 
The results, gathered and tabu- 
lated at the University of Texas 
for all the cooperating newspaper 
members of the organization, show 
that the President has picked up 
more than ten percentage points 
on his third term popularity during 
the last year. Comparisons of this 
type are possible for the first time 
now that the Surveys has been op- 
erating without interruption since 
December of 1938. Following is the 
complete record on this subject 
that has been kept by the Surveys: 
A THIRD TERM FOR 
F. D. R. Y e s     N o 
December,   1938 27.2%    72.8% 
January, 1939 28.2       71.8 
November, 1939 31.8       68.2 
NOW 39.5       60.5 
This series of studies reveals a 
remarkably close resemblance to 
the indext kept by the Gallup poll 
on the same topic. Although gen- 
eral opinion has always outstrip- 
ped student sentiment, 46 per cent 
of the voters now wanting a, third 
term, the increases have been in 
almost the same proportions. In 
January, 1939, 30 per cent of the 
U. S. voters approved, as compared 
with 28. 2 of the students. 
Although in this case it has been 
shown that college students • fol- 
low the same trends of thought 
their elders do, other comparisons 
with American Institute of Public 
Opinion polls illustrate the fact 
that youth does not always agree 
with older pefeple. Also, events to 
come, here and abroad, will have 
much to do in changing attitudes 
should the president decide to try 
his luck again. 
Results of repeated interviewing 
of thousands of students disclose 
that many, although approving of 
Roosevelt as president, are against 
another four-year term. This 
opinion was typified in the com- 
ment of a student in Chicago's 
Central Y. M. C. A. College who 
said, "I am opposed to a third 
term because he would set a pre- 
cedent for men who might be less 
scrupulous than he is, although I 
am in favor of him and his poli- 
cies." 
Greenville Hardware Company 
Shelf Hardware, Sherwin-Williams. 
Paints 
 EXPLOSIVES, ETC  
Telephone 4950 648 S. Main St. 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
Keeping U. S. Out Of War 
Is Country's Big Problem 
College Students Advise 
By JOE  BELDEN,  EDITOR 
Student Opinion Surveys of 
America 
AUSTIN, Texas, Feb. 22—Student 
thought on the college campus, like 
public opinion elsewhere over the 
nation, is now turning toward the 
November elections and the issues 
that are likely to be involved. The 
collegians of the country agree with 
the American voter that the most 
important problem of the day is 
how to keep the United States out 
of war. Unemployment comes next. 
Interviewers for the Student Op- 
inion Surveys, of which The Tiger 
is a member, asked students over 
the nation "What do you believe is 
the most impotrant problem facing 
the United States today?" From 
every section, New England to the 
deep South, Middle Atlantic to the 
Far West, the answer of the great- 
est number was the same: how to 
stay out of war. Many other prob- 
lems were mentioned, as follows: 
1. Keeping U. S. out of war .. ..43% 
2. Solving unemployment  .  .. 17 
3. Balancing   the  budget   .   _   7 
4. Solving labor problems .. „   3 
5. Recovery  of  business      3 
6. Threats to democracy .... „   2 
7. Inequality  of  incomes   .   .    1 
8. Solving youth problems . -   1 
9. The 1940 elections  _..   1 
10. Relief  ■.   •. ....   1 
11. Others and no opinion . .. 21 
In this instance, as has been the 
case in many surveys, college peo- 
ple show practically the same sen- 
timents that other studies of the 
general electorate have pointed out. 
The question of war and finding 
employment for the jobless are 
paramount in the minds of most 
Americans, young and old. Business 
recovery, however, seems to be 
more important to the average voter 
who placed that third in the latest 
sampling of opinion, while the col- 
legians gave third place to the 
budget. 
It is significant that the college 
student has consistently demon- 
strated parallel feelings regarding 
Europe's troubles, for the Surveys, 
using a scientific cross section that 
represents the total U. S. enroll- 
ment,  has found: 
1. In October most students said 
we should not send troops to help 
the Allies, »ven if they were in dan- 
ger of losing to Germany. 
2. At the same time, 58 per cent 
opposed change of the neutrality 
law, mainly because they believed 
to  do so might  involve  us. 
3. In December 68 per cent be- 
lieved we could stay out of the 
war. 
Sympathy for Finland, however, 
seems to be strong enough for stu- 
dents to sanction loans of American 
cash to that country, as the Surveys 
indicated in January. Subsequent 
shifts in these sentiments future 
Surveys will show. 
Alumni 
Chatter 
By  GEORGE  GLENN 
February 9, seventy-five Bamfoerg 
alumni had a, barbecue at Bob 
Easterling's near Denmark. Reels 
of the Cotton Bowl game were 
shown. 
February 8, the Clemson alumni 
of Mayesville, were hosts to the 
alumni of Lee and Sumter County 
at a barbecue. Reels of the Cot- 
ton Bowl game were shown to the 
150 present. 
A banquet was held by the .Sa- 
vannah, Ga., alumni on February 
9.   There were 75 present. 
Atlanta alumni were entertained 
at a banquet February 16 at the 
Georgia Terrace. Ernest Brown, '04, 
president of the Atlanta chapter, 
was toastmaster. Professors S. M. 
Martin and W. W. Klugh, Coach 
Frank Howard and Mr. Jake Wood- 
ward were present from Clemson. 
Reels of the Cotton Bowl game were 
shown. 1 
Barnett Is Speaker 
Anderson ROA Meet 
Major David E. Barnett of the 
Clemson military department ad- 
dressed the Anderson Chapter of 
tiie Reserve Officers Association 
at their National Defense Week 
dinner Wednesday. 
MONROE SPEAKS 
J. B. Minroe, acting associate 
professor of vocational education, 
attended the F. P. A. father and 
son banquet at Chesnee on Feb- 
ruary 15. J. E. Wright, Clemson '38, 
is the agricultural teacher. 
Another week and another col- 
umn due, and so I start another 
roving search for news on the 
Winthrop Campus. 
Competition is getting hot and 
pep is getting plentiful as the four 
classes begin the inter-class bas- 
ketball tournament. 
The Masquers sponsored a trip 
to Charlotte to see Katharine Cor- 
nell. 
The Business Staff of the John- 
sonian had a waffle supper. They 
almost equaled Little Black Sam- 
bo in the number of waffles they 
ate. 
Martha Todd lost her suitcase, 
but she found it again. 
Marian Masters decided not to 
move. 
Thelma Cryer did move. 
Taffy Taylor's manuscript was 
chosen for Junior Follies. Margaret 
Shecut will be the heroine. 
Susan Jones got three telegrams 
in one day. 
Our night postman is a former 
Clemson student. 
Peg Williams and Sue Fitzipatrick 
invested in new shoes. 
Baile's got a bid. 
Becky Douthit has a big basket 
of apples in her closet. 
Winthrop will be hostess to fif- 
teen colleges this week-end for the 
Christian Student Conference. 
Jule Kelly lost a bet with her 
father when she made an A on 
Economics. 
Sis Holtzy made an A on Eng- 
lish. 
Semester reports are out I, 
The rats are on a rampage again. 
The men in the P. O. had to 
work overtime on the fourteenth. 
Maggie Limn got a live kitten 
through .the mail. 
Winthrop's "Umph" girl got five 
boxes of candy and a dozen real 
red roses for Valentine's Day. 
Louise Poole got a box of candy, 
a telegram, and a phone call—then 
she got a Bill. 
The *and put on a dress parade 
in their new uniforms Friday af- 
ternoon. 
T. I. Stafford came up to see 
Richard Crooks. 
The Spanish Club spent the 
week-end at the Shack. 
The German Club took top 
honors on the social calendar this 
week with their annual (manless) 
Mid-Winter Dance. Members of 
the club took "Dates", and other 
students were invited as stags. 
Glenn Miller played (on a record). 
Richard Crooks was superb! All 
Winthrop was charmed with his 
magnificent voice, and he's not half 
as fat as he looks in his pictures. 
The current pastime is mak- 
ing poetry scrapbooks. 
Winthrop's leap year contribu- 
tion is; 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
You chase me 
And I won't run fast. 
Jane Edwards, Frances Payne, 
Billy Hieklin, and Katherine Ker- 
hulas are among those chosen for 
the new business staff of the 
JOHNSONIAN. 
May Stanley is making a new 
suit from one of her brother 
Tom's. 
Sooky Littlejohn spent Sunday 
in Chester. 
Winthrop debated i the University 
of Georgia last week. 
Elizabeth Young, Edna White, 
and Mary Dugan went to Clemson 
Sunday. 
Breazeale beat Roddy in dormi- 
tory basketball.   ■ 
Thursday was a holiday. Every- 
body had a good time. 
Students Favor 
Sweet Over Swing 
Survey, Shows 
By JOE BELDEN, Editor 
Student Opinion Surveys 
AUSTIN, Texas, Feb. 22—Current 
reports that swing music has lost 
first place among dancers are sub- 
stantially, correct, at least among 
college students. They have voted 
a preference for "sweet" tunes by 
a two-to-one majoriyt in a nation- 
wide poll of American campuses. 
"Which do you like best, swing 
music, or the so-called sweet mu- 
sic?" was the question presented to 
a representative sampling of colle- 
gians by the Student Opinion Sur- 
veys of America. 
Prom the answers they gave, it is 
evident that jitterbug music, which 
took the country over last year, is 
definitely out, for the time being 
anyway. Only 32 per cent declared 
they preferred swing, while 66 per 
cent said "sweet" music like that of 
the Lombardos and the Kings was 
their favorite. A small group of 2 
per  cent  said,   "Neither." 
Men and women students show, 
practically the same preferences, 
although there are more boys than 
co-eds who still like swing. When 
the ballots were tabulated by sexes, 
these were the results: 
Men Women 
Swing _  33%    30% 
Sweet    64       69 
Neither    3 1 
Although the size of the majority 
varies from section to section over 
the country, swing got less than 
half of the votes everywhere: 
ABC 
New  England   43% 57% 0% 
Middle Atlantic   35     64     1 
East Central  22     75     3 
West  Central   30     68     2 
Southern  35     62     3 
Far  West       33     64     3 
U.   S.   TOTAL    32     66     2 
*A-swing; B-sweet;  C-neither.    8 
What's in a name? Paul Painter 
has won a water color art contest 
at the University of Cincinnati. 
Converse Paper 
Cites Record Of 
Famous Alumnus 
The Converse college Parley-Voo, 
in a feature recently published, told 
about the many books in the fields 
of ' chemistry now using mater- 
ials found by Dr. H. E. shiver, in 
course of his years of extensive re- 
search. 
Dr. Shiver, professor of chemis- 
try at Converse, is a graduate in 
the Clemson school of chemistry, 
1916. 
Said the Parley Voo: 
Of the better known text and 
reference books available' in the 
college library, or on the campus, 
the following cite various aspects 
of Dr. Shiver's work: 
Hunter, Creatine and Creatinine, 
Monographs on Biochemistry, Long- 
mans, Green & Co., Ltd., London, 
England,  1928. 
Richardson, General Chemistry 
for Colleges, Henry Holt & Co., 
New York Ctiy, 1932. 
Moelwyn-Hughes, Kinetics of Re- 
actions in Solution, Oxford Uni- 
versity  Press,   London,   Eng.,   1933. 
Kendall, Smith's College Chem- 
istry, D. Appleton-Century Co., New 
York, City, 1935. 
Briscoe, Introduction to College 
Chemistry, Houghton Mifflin Co., 
Boston, Mass., 1937. 
Gilman, et al., Organic Chemistry 
—An Advanced Treatise, John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York City, 
1938. 
Holmes, Introductory College 
Chemistry. The Macmillan Co., New 
York City, 1939. 
Wertheim, Textbook of Organic 
Chemistry, P. Blakiston's Son & 
Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  1939. 
Gordon & Trout, Introductory 
College Chemistry, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York City, 1940. 
These references have been taken 
from Dr. Shiver's original research 
papers which have appeared in such 
of the country's foremost scientific 
and technical journals as the fol- 
lowing. 
Journal of the American Chemical 
Society; Journal of Industrial and 
Engineering Chemistry; Journal of 
the Association of Official Agricul- 
tural Chemists; Journal of Chemical 
and Metallurgical Engineering; 
Journal of Chemical Education; 
Chemical (Abstracts); The Chem- 
ist-Analyst. 
Dr. Shiver is a graduate of Clem- 
son college and of the University of 
Virginia. Before coming to Converse 
he taught at Virginia and at Rollins 
College, and prior to these connec- 
tions he was associated with the 
chemical industry in a technical 
capacity. In addition, he has under- 
taken consulting work in chemistry 
and chemical engineering for a 
number of organizations, such as the 
Florida Citrus Fruit Exchange, 
South Carolina Pood Research 
Commission, Spartan Grain & Mill 
Co., etc., Dr. Shiver has taken an 
active part in the state's technical 
and scientific organizations, having 
been first Chairman of the South 
Carolina section of the American 
Chemical Society, and being a 
member of the South Carolina Re- 
search Council, among others. 
Only research work of the highest 
character finds its way into the 
leading text and reference books, 
and it is therefore a distinct com- 
pliment to the college and to the 




By GEORGE GOBLET 
FIVE YEARS AGO 
Dr. H. C. Brearley, head of the 
department of sociology and psy- 
chology, was, this week, honored 
by the German Journal for out- 
standing research in criminology. 
The Limestone choir will be on 
the campus next week to render 
a week-end of entertainment for 
the corps. 
Oscar says: that Gordon Walker, 
of Sewanee fame desires to know 
the identity of the snake-ln-the- 
corps who drove five gallons of gas 
out of his car Friday night and 
then wrote him a note complaining 
about the gear shift and lack of 
oil. 
The corps will begin full dress 
retreat parades this week. This is 
in preparation for the coming 
spring inspection. 
TEN YEARS AGO 
Dr. E. W. Sikes, Dr. D. W. Dan- 
iel, and Dr. P. H. H. Calhoun met 
with the Ways and Means com- 
mittee of the legislature last week 
to discuss plans for construction 
of a new  agricultural building. 
Twenty-two men will receive 
varsity  letters  for   football. 
The dairy division has acquired 
a much needed addition in the form" 
of a heifer barn. 
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO 
The education department has 
instituted a new course in its cur- 
riculum to provide for teaching 
industrial education. 
TWENTY  YEARS  AGO 
.  Dr.   and  Mrs.  Riggs entertained 
the varsity  football- squad with  a 
banquet in honor of the new let- 
termen this week. 
The Tiger football team will 
take on one of the 'Big Ten' this 
fall when they play Tennessee. 
The baseball team will play 
twenty four games this year, the 
largest number ever played by 
Clemson. 
Three Clemson College engineering students, candidates for degrees 
in June, have accepted positions with the Westinghouse Electric 
Company Graduate Student Course in Pittsburgh, Pa. W. H. Bethea, 
of Marion, will be connected with the electrical engineering depart- 
ment; D. P. Darwin, Gaffney; and P.'T. Garrett, Fountain Inn, 




An exhibition of sketches, water 
colors, and designs by Clemson ar- 
chitectural students is on display 
at the Civic Art gallery in Green- 
ville. The exhibit was first shown 
at Greenville High School at the 
request of A. W. Davidson, sculp- 
tor and Clemson graduate. 
"Red" Blair has on display an 
interesting water color of a small 
negro shack, Carolina pines form- 
ing the background for his paint- 
ing. Other excellent water colors 
include an old mil by John Pow- 
ers. Powers shows careful attention 
to detail in his painting. 
Ed Hallman is exhibiting several 
outdoor pencil sketches, a promin- 
ent one is of the Clemson library 
door. 
Around 35 pieces are on exhibi- 
tion. A florist shop by Tebee Haw- 
kins and a memorial niche by R. 
E. Holroyd are outstaning in achi- 
tectural design. 
RICHARDSON   HERE 
Mr. Joe B. Richardson, former 
'faculty member of the depart- 
ment of agricultural engineering, 
and new connected with the ex- 
tension service of the Department 
of Agriculaure, was a visitor on 
the campus this week. 
VAUGHN'S—JEWELERS 
16 West North Street 
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY 
Moderate Prices 
Greenville,  South  Carolina 
NEW RADIO SHOP in Clemsot 
Located   next*  to   L.   C.   Martin 
Drug Co. 
Owned   and   operated   by 
R.   L.  THOMPSON 
Former   operator   of   Seneca 
Radio   Service 
PRINTING 
127 E.  Whitner St. 
ALTMAN PRINTING CO. 
Phone 160 Anderson, S. C. 
GENTRY and 
COMPANY 
Anderson, S.  C. 
FRIGIDAIRES 
ELECTRIC  RANGES 
STOKERS 
LINOLEUM TILE 
ALFRED T. SMITH 
Says: 
"The Pork Pie Hat we have 
is the correct thing for col- 
' lege men. See ours now." 
Greenville, S. C.     200 Block 
ALWAYS THE NEWEST * 
SHIRTS ■ 
SLACKS - 
 JU\ — 
- HATS 
- SHOES - 
— SWEATERS 
- SPORT COATS 
The Men' 
5 South Main 
 2   Doors   Below  Main 
's Shop 
Greenville, S. C. 
Street   Pharmacy  
Northwestern University stu- 
dents hold a "Hunkers' frolic" 
after their final examination 
periods. 
oca m 
An ice-cold Coca-Cola 
is a thing by itself,— the 
familiar bottle of goodness 
that represents four gen- 
erations of experience in 
refreshing millions. Its 
clean, tingling taste brings 
a delightful after-sense of 
real refreshment. 
/>4US E  THAT   REFRESHES 
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by 
COCA-COLA   BOTTLING   COMPANY 
C. K. HOOVER, Mgr. ANDERSON,  S. C. 
Delicious and 
Refreshing 
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Calhoun Forensic Council Plans To Sponsor State Speech Tourney 
+*+++****++**++***+*+***+***+***++*+*****++**+*+++*++*++*++**+ 
gkffk 
GOOD FOR LIFE! 
Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . . 
WHY? 
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO 
The Clemson College Laundry 
CAMPUS ESSO STATION 
* 
OPEN ALL NIGHT ON DANCE 
WEEK-ENDS 
Washing • Greasing • Polishing 
CLEMSON MEN ALWAYS WELCOME 
THOMAS F. EVATT, Mgr. 
ECKERD'S 
• OF  GREENVILLE 
Any size roll  of films  developed  and  printed  ... 
3c EXTRA FOR MAIL ORDERS 
213 N. MAIN  ST. 
 25c 
OCONEE    INN 
ROOMS MEALS 
Try  Our Special Dinners . . . Price  60c 
PREPARED   FOR   BANQUETS 
R.  S. McCOWAN,  Manager SENECA,  S.  C. 
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND GO. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Tests have  proven that we have  the  most  durable 
uniforms.    That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets. 
• BUILD    •REMODEL   •REFINANCE 
YOUR HOME 
INTEREST  CHARGED  ON  UNPAID   MONTHLY 
BALANCE. 
Interest Rate 5 to 6 per cent 
Terms: 5 to 20 years —Quick 3 day service on loans 
—I Also Specialize In FHA Loans— 
F. S. HOLLEMAN, Jr. 
Telephone 684 Seneca, S. C. Nimmons Bldg. 
NOTICE!!! 
To ALL Students who expect to attend Summer School 
—Please fill out the courses which you will be inter- 
ested in taking this summer and drop in the summer 
school box in the guard room window. 
We are planning to offer the courses which are most 
demanded, and it is important that you request these 
courses so that we may plan the schedule ojt courses. 
The Clemson College 
Summer School 
W. H. Washington, Dean 
LISTEN PAL... 
Do you wanna late date a Colonel's date next week- 
end or snake on the Ole lady or the guy next door. 






The Calhoun Forensic council 
■will be host to a state speech tour- 
ney here March 8, 9, Frank Mills, 
president, announced today. 
Invitations were sent out today 
to the debating councils of the 
states leading colleges and junior 
colleges requesting that they par- 
ticipate in a state contest to be 
conducted here under the joint 
sponsorship of the Forensic coun- 
cil, the Calhoun Forensic society, 
and the  college officials. 
"Contests will be held in debat- 
ing, impromptu, poetry reading, 
oratory, and after dinner speak- 
ing, Mills said, and we believe that 
for a beginning we can have a 
successful meet." 
A. L. Brooks was named student 
chairman and serving with him on 
the committee will be Howard 
Driver, Jack Lever, Mills, and J. 
J. Lever. 
The faculty committee appointed 
by Mills to serve in an advisory 
capacity will be Dr. D. W. Daniel, 
Professor John Paul Lucas, Dr. C. 
L. Epting, and Professor John 
Lane. 
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, president, 
this week endorsed the idea. He 
said, "I am one hundred per cent 
in favor of the idea and will lend 
any assistance which I can to 
make it a success." 
Like approval was also voiced by 
Business .Manager J. C. Littlejohn 
and other colleger officials. 
Plans are being made to house 
the contestants during their two 
day stay here in the Trustee house 




COLUMBIA, Feb. 22—(Spe- 
cial to The Tiger)—The Clem- 
son Tigers arrived here today 
in perfect shape, except for 
Capt. Milton Berry who has 
a slightly sprained ankle which 
is expected to be healed by to- 
morrow night, and were in high 
spirits and only a little weary 
atter their ride. 
They proceeded to weigh in 
and hear the report from Coach 
Bob Jones that they are en- 
tering the tournament slight 
favorites, by virtue of their 
having placed five men on the 
seeded list. 
These men were Dorn, Ross, 
Greene, Bion, and Ferguson. 
Warren Wilson drew a first 
round bye. 
Clemson's first round oppon- 
ents are: 
120 pound class: Berry vs. 
Hoffman (Citadel. 
127 pound class: Dorn vs. 
Bradley   (Maryland)» 
135 pound class: Boss vs. 
Blatt   (TJ.  S.   C.) 
145 pound class: Driesbach vs. 
Alperstein   (Maryland). 
155 pound class: Greenve vs. 
Wooline   (V. P. I.) 
165 pound class: Bion vs. Mc- 
Carter  (U. S. C.) 
175 pound class: Ferguson vs. 
Henson (TJ. S. C.) 
Unlimited—Wilson, bye. 
GOOD PAY 
HANNIBAL, Mo. — The chamber 
of commerce wishes all bills were 
as easy to collect as this one. 
Matt Nisson, young Santa Ana, 
Calif., philatelist sent a nickel for 
a first day "cover" bearing the new 
10-cent Mark Twain memorial 
stamp. He got it and a bill for the 
balance. 
Apologetically, the boy replied 
with another nickel and wrote: "If 
any of you commerce fellows are out 
this way, stop in and have an 
orange or so with my dad's compli- 
ments." 
Ted Strain, Michigan State 
College basketball player, has been 
nicknamed  "Nervous." 
Miami University tests have pro- 
ven that men have more rhythm 
than women. 
PROFESSOR John Lane, of the English depart- 
ment, is here shown pointing out prize samples 
from his collection of letters of application which 
worked to senior mechanical  engineering student 
Dan P. Darwin, of Gaffney. Darwin, recently se- 
cured a job with the Westinghouse Company. Pro- 
fessor Lane's letter writing service and advice are 




Business Manager J. C. Little- 
john this week announced the pro- 
curement of a new and larger 
switchboard in the college power 
house to care for the increased 
load which has rendered the other 
system inadequate for the college's 
needs. 
"The new unit was purchased 
through Westinghouse Electric 
Company and installation is ex- 
pected to be completed this week", 
Mr.  Littlejohn said. 
"Not only will the new system 
improve the efficiency of our 
heating and lighting set-ups," Lit- 
tlejohn said, "but it will complete 
the equipment of a thoroughly 
modern plant which may be used 
as a laboratory for mechanical 
engineering students. Here they 
can g^t experience and practice 
under actual plant conditions." 
The old unit has been in use for 
thirty four years and will be junk- 
ed upon it's removal. 
Dean C. E. Edmondson of Indi- 
ana University is national faculty 
billiard champion. 
Lane's Letter Writing Aids Are 
Available For Clemson Students 
Now Faced With Job Hunting 
By  C.  C.  ELPHICK 
You'll no doubt be lqpking for a 
job sometime soon. 
Since most jobs these days call 
for a letter of application, that 
will probably be your  first  step. 
Professor John Lane's unique 
bulletin board should provide the 
necessary haven. Some years ago a 
business English class under Pro- 
fessor Lane wrote outstanding 
business organizations and re- 
quested that they send an example 
of what they considered the per- 
fect letter making application for 
a position. Today the bulletin 
board has a collection of sure-fire 
job getting letters. 
At the time the original requests 
were sent out, General Electric 
Company declined to send their 
idea of a perfect letter. Professor 
Lane perservered, however, and 
last week G. E. complied and sent 
on the most interesting letter in 
the collection. 
The second letter of request 
which Professor Lane wrote had 
a "punch" ending which he be- 
lieves provided the necessary im 
petus to move G. E. to favci\ble 
action. As a postscript he aAled, 
"In my home I have a G. E. hot 
pad, a G. E. radio, a G. E. washing 
machine, a G. E. stove, and a G. 
E.  refrigerator". 
Surprisingly enough the G. E 
model letter was written by a girl, 
the first ever admitted to G. E.'s 
training program for- technical 
graduation. The letter itself is al- 
most two pages long, typed and 
single - spaced. The letter is 
characterized by good English,-ex- 
cellent grammatical construction, 
and correct spelling. The young 
lady lists her accomplishments and 
qualifications for the job, pointing 
out that she has the required 
background for such a position in- 
asmuch as her father was a repair- 
man and she has been around 
mechanical contrivances all her 
life. The applicant assures G. E. 
that she is ready and willing to 
don overalls and" join in the dirty 
work any time. 
So, if you Seniors want to know 
how to apply for that much-need- 
ed job, go up to John Lane's and 
find out how it's done—from a girl. 
GARAGE:—A group of industrial education ju- 
niors taking part in the construction of the ga- 
rage which is to be used by the vocational edu- 
cation department for housing the buses and 
trucks, used by the seniors who are taking prac- 
tice teaching. The stone work and framing was 
done by the juniors and seniors majoring in in- 
dustrial education, supervised by Professors J. L. 
Brock and H. S. Tate. 
WE HAVE 
RADIOS 
At Very Reasonable Prices 
I 
Minimi 
Also, Shaeffer and Parker Pens. Your Name 
In Gold At No Extra Cost For All Pens Over 
$1.50 
L* G Martin 
Drug Company, Inc. 
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner The Official College Book and Supply Store 
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Howard And Aides Putting Sixty Men Through Long Spring Paces 
Sixty Griddprs 
Answer Howard's 
Calls To Arms 
The Tigertown gridiron squad 
started extensive spring football 
practice last week with more than 
sixty candidates reporting. This is 
a record turnout, being larger 
than ever before in Clemson his- 
tory. Coach - Howard seems well 
pleased with the material on hand 
and expects to put a fine team 
on the field in September. 
"Red" Sharpe, captain of next 
year's team, has played first 
string center for two years now 
and has been consistently out- 
standing. 
Aubrey Rion, Chippie Maness, 
Charlie Timmons, Ace Parker, 
and, many other fine backs will 
take the sportlight this year, and 
it appears that rising sophomores 
"Booty" Payne, Craig and Latim- 
er, may see plenty of service, too. 
The line has been working hard 
trying to strengthen the weak 
points that showed up in last, sea- 
son's game, and with such bone- 
crushers as George Fritts, Joe Bla- 
lock, "Baby Ray" Hamer, "Red" 
Sharpe, Prank Deitz, and Hugh 
Jameson, Clemson should have 
little trouble in keeping her op- 
ponents from gaining through the 
forward  wall. 
With these and many more play- 
ers, and five weeks of practice 
ahead, including a tentative game 
with Duke in the late spring, 
coach Howard looks forward to a 





The Tiger cindermen were issued 
their breezing breeches the first of 
this week, and they have been keep- 
ing the turf hot with practice runs 
and workouts ever since. Limber- 
ing up .exercises are in full swing, 
and the season will be officially 
opened as soon as the weather 
proves favorable. The tracksters 
seemed inspired by the wonderful 
successes of the football, basketball 
and boxing teams, and they want 
to make Clemson's name as promi- 
nent in the cinder world as it is in 
the other sport fields. 
Captained by' the sensational 
Banks McFadden, and with such 
speedy runners as Hunter, a quar- 
ter miler; Ward, Smith, and Good- 
man, three fine half milers; Bry- 
ant in the dashes; and McFadden 
and Bryant running the high and 
low hurdles, Coach Norman plans 
to have some real meets in the early 
spring. A few men are ineligible 
because of sickness, injury, or fail- 
ure to pass required subjects, but 
even so, the Tiger's opponents may 
expect tough opposition in the 
form of the Clemson lads. 
Carrot - topped L. S. XJ. students 
have formed a "Red-Head Club". 
NEXT   TIME   TRY   THE 
CITY BAKERY 




On Sale at the Canteen 
and Everywhere Else 
NEHI 
BOTTLING CO. 
Anderson, S.  C. 
"Buck Barton" 
By J. S. MACE 
Nearly every cadet at Clemson has attended at least 
one boxing match. Most have been at all of them, and yet 
very few know anything about the third man in the ring, 
the referee. His name is Mr. Jim Bellevue and he's one of 
the best intercollegiate boxing referees in the country. He 
has become a" familiar figure at Clemson, having refereed 
at every home fight the Tigers have had for the past year 
or so, and is becoming so popular with the spectators and 
boxers that he threatens to become a fixture here. Why, 
for the last month or two, he has gotten as much cheering 
and applause as the contestants. 
Mr.- Bellevue is from Charlotte, and is very much in 
demand to officiate at boxing matches all over the country. 
The L. S. U.-Tulane bouts every year have the reputation 
of being the roughest, wildest affairs held anywhere, bar- 
ring none. There is a lot of traditional rivalry between the 
two schools, and the boxers take it upon themselves to 
personally defend the fair name of their alma mater. Con- 
sequently) biting, kicking, butting, open-handed blows, and 
what have you, may all be seen at the annual get-together. 
But all that was before Jim Bellevue's time. Since he won 
the reputation of being an excellent boxing referee, the two 
schools have imported him there every year for the annual 
slug-fest, and now the bouts have quieted down consider- 
ably. 
FAIR AND SQUARE 
That story is a good indication of the kind"of person- 
ality Jim has. When he says a thing, he means it, and 
there's no use trying to put something over on him; it just 
can't be done. No matter how rough a boxer may be or 
how expert he is at covering up his fouls, Jim Bellevue will 
find it out and warn the offender. And if the illegal tactics 
continue, Jim will award the bout to the opponent. The 
boxers know that, and they know that Jim plays no fav- 
orites. He's as fair a referee as he is a good one. In all the 
matches at Clemson in which he has acted as referee, he 
must have made almost fifty decisions. And yet in all that 
time, we have «ever heard the crowd boo a single one of 
those decisions. The reason is that the audience has come 
to know Jim Bellevue and to have confidence in him. They 
respect his judgment and realize that he, being in the ring, 
knows more about the relative merits of the two boxers 
than they, being only spectators. Consequently, they have 
never disputed his decisions. 
SPORTSMANSHIP PLUS 
A real example of sportsmanship came to our atten- 
tion last week. The Citadel boxing team came to Clemson 
in a tyis late Sunday afternoon before the fights that Mon- 
day night. All the way from Charleston to Clemson, the 
cadets from the low-country school picked up Clemson stu- 
dents who were hitch-hiking back to college. Not a one was 
refused a ride, and by the time the bus got to Clemson, the 
load "was more Tiger than Bulldog. Now, no one would have 
blamed the Citadel boxers if they hadn't stopped and given 
the Clemson boys rides. After all it's a long, tiresome trip 
from Charleston to Clemson, and an athletic team should 
get plenty of rest the night before a contest. It wouldn't 
have been held against the Citadel if they had driven on by 
the hitch-hikers without stopping, but the Citadel went 
out of its way to be nice to Clemson, and we know that the 
Clemson boys appreciated it in a big way. Yes, sir, for our 
money, that's the best example of sportsmanship we've 
heard of in many a day. 
MORE INTRAMURALS 
The Tiger believes in intramural athletics. It believes 
that intramurals are the one sure way of bringing cadets 
cloer to the intercollegiate program. It believes that intramu- 
rals are healthful and beneficial recreations to the student. 
And finally, it believes that intramurals help bring about a 
higher morale and better "esprit de corps." To this end the 
Tiger suggests to intramural coach Freddie Kirchner that 
the "Y" sponsor more and varied intramural tournaments. 
For instance how about a ping-pong tournament, golf, pool, 
archery, bowling, and many others. The Tiger gladly offers 
its help in sponsoring any or all of the above events and 
hopes that it can be of some service to coach Kirchner, 
who has already done wonders in improving the intramural 
program. This is not meant as criticism but only as a sug- 




With Banks McFadden and 
"Dude" Buchanan pacing a burst 
of furious offensives, the Clemson 
Tiger quintet roared to a 58-25 win 
over the spirited Gamecocks of 
South Carolina. This game was the 
eighth Southern Conference win for 
the Tigers, and almost assures 
them a berth in the conference 
tournament. 
The Gamecocks were obviously off 
their usual form, and the Clemson 
boys jumped to an early six-point 
lead; however, south Carolina cam.? 
within one point of tying the score 
midway the first period. From then 
on, "Rock's" boys really got hot and 
racked up an oversize margin that 
lasted through the final whistle. 
Th-3 block scores follow: 
S.   CAROLINA G     F   PF TP 
Westmoreland F  2 
Edwards  F  ..  ..  _ ..' 1 
Kanian F _ .. 0 
Eleazer F o 
Alexander G 2 
Lofdahl G 3 
Hymnson  G 
Dupre  G  ..   . 
Anderson G 












Tiger Sports Editor 
To Cover Tournament 
The Tiger sports editor, J. S. 
Mace, accompanied the Clemson 
boxing team to Columbia and 
the Southern Conference tour- 
nament where he will gather 
first hand information for The 
Tiger's readers during the two 
day slugfest. 
Mace also carried with him 
Bob Hufford, staff photograph- 
er, to bring back pictures of the 
bouts. 1 
8     9    15   25 
Among the leading contenders at the Southern 
Conference boxing tournament in Columbia, Feb- 
ruary 23 and 24, will be the Citadel fistic team. 
Leading Ieatherpushers of the Bulldogs are   (cen- 
ter) Lynwood Duncan, the. conference 175 pound 
champ; (upper left) Louis Lempesis, 145; (upper 
right) Dick Ulrich, 165; (lower left) George Riick- 
er, 155;   (lower right), Dick Bagnal, 127. 
Stop at SUPREME LUNCH 
For Short Orders And Sandwiches of All Kinds 
Across from the Calhoun Hotel Anderson, S. C. 
BAILED CUT RATE SHOE SHOP 
PHONE 169 
MRS. SAM BAILES, Mgr. 
115 North Main Street 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
RIDE WITH US... 
TO THE BOXING TOURNAMENT 
—OUR RATES ARE REASONABLE— 
$1.95 
$3.55 
Clemson to  Columbia 
(One Way)  
Clemson to Columbia 
(Round Trip)  
CAROLINA MOTOR 
BUS LINES 
General Office Anderson, S. C. 
FurmanHoopsters 
Nose Out Champs 
The Purple Paladins of Purman 
sprang the biggest upset in South 
Carolina basketball of the season 
when they downed Clemson's Sou- 
thern Conference champs last 
Wednesday, 38-37. The Tigers w,?re 
leading at the half-time, 21-16, but 
with Pepper Martin and Cecotti 
dropping in long shots, Clemson 
came out on the short end of the 
well played game. For the Purman 
team Martin paced the offensive, 
with "Dude" Buchanan leading the 
Tigers. 
Box score: 
FURMAN G FG PF TP 
Wofford   F   . .. 0 3 1      3 
Powell  F  ..  _  _  _ .. 4 1 1     9 
Wages   C  ...... _ .. 2 0 3     4 
Cecotti  G .. _ . „ 4 1 1      9 
Martin  G  .. _ _ _ .. 6 1 1    13 
6 7    38 
CLEMSON G FG PF TP 
Coyle  F  ..  ..  _ _ .. 4 0 2      8 
Buchanan F .. _ .. .. 5 1 2    11 
Bagnal  F ..  ..  _ _ .. 0 0 0      0 
McFadden C .. _ _ .. 3 2 3      8 
Lancaster  G „ „ , .. 3 2 2      8 
Moorman G  .. _ „ .. 1 0 1      2 
5 10    37 
Score, at half:  Clemson 21 , Fur- 
man  16. 
Foul   shots   missed: McFadden, 
Lancaster, Powell, Wages 3, Cecot- 
ti, Martin 3. 
Officials: Toohey and Heath.     8 
Tiger Freshmen 
Lose To Parker, 
North Georgia 
The Baby Bengal cagers of 
Clemson fared badly in the bas- 
ketball wars of the past two weeks, 
coming out on the short end of 
the score in two games, while the 
won column showed one. Their 
first defeat was at the hands of 
the boys from Parker High of 
Greenville, while the cagers of 
North Georgia Junior College Were 
responsible for the Tigers' second 
setback. The scores were 43-31 
and 52-45 respectively. After losing 
the first two encounters of the 
week, the rats, apparently irritat- 
ed toy two straight losses, and 
determined to renew their contri- 
butions to the win column, got 
revenge at the expense of a team 
of North Greenville Junior College 
boys, rolling over the basketeers 
from the textile city by the lopsid- 
ed score of 50-15. 







The freshman have two more 
games scheduled before the sea- 
son's end. On the Friday night of 
Feb. 33, the Baby Bengals will 
tangle with the Bullpups of The 
Citadel at Clemson, and then will 
end a highly successful season 
here the following Saturday by 
playing against the cagers of 
Boys High School of Atlanta. 
Golfers Look To 
Heavy Schedule 
The golf team will begin its sea- 
son's practice immediately after 
spring holidays, it was announced 
this week by Coach Bob Jones. The 
foursome this year will be composed 
of Fuller Davis and John D. Chris- 
topher, last year's letter men, and 
Pickens and Harmon, leading can- 
didates for the two vacancies left 
by graduation. 
The team is expected to meet sev- 
eral more teams this year than the 
two years previous. To date only 
Carolina has been definitely. put on 
the schedule, but the quartet will 
probably meet The Citadel, Mich- 
igan, and the newly organized Fur- 
man team. Besides the intercol- 
legiate meets, the team will enter 
the state tournament to be held the 
middle of April. 
Pres. Mildred H. McAfee of 
Wellesley College this spring will 
be the first woman ever to give a 




The University of North Carolina 
Phantoms defeated Clemson 47- 
30 last Monday night at Chapel 
Hill in a well-fought basketball 
game. The Tarheels got ahoad to 
a fancy margin early in the game, 
and the Tigers were never able to 
overcome this lead. 
It was the second victory of the 
season for the Phantoms over the 
Tigers and their tenth in the con- 
ference. The Clemson boys just 
couldn't click as they tried des- 
perately to overcome the Tarheels 
and win the game that would have 
clinched a conference bid for them. 
Glamack of U. N. C. and M'Fad- 
den of Clemson, two potential ail- 
American centers, were high-scor- 
ers for their teams with 22 and 13 
points  respectively 
Ross To Be Tiger Mainstay 
In Conference Ring Tourney 
By GUS WHAM Under   the   careful  tutelage     of 
When fight fans  pour into  Co- j Coach Jones, Ross has become one 
lumbia this weekend for the an- 
nual Southern Conference iboxing 
tournament, they can rest assured 
that Clemson will be < well repre- 
sented in the lightweight division 
by   Edgar   "Slap-Happy"   Ross. 
One of the fastest and coolest 
fighters in college boxing circles, 
Ross is a definite threat to crown 
aspirants. Packing dynamite in 
both gloves and possessing the type 
of footwork that make tapdancers 
look slow, Edgar's chances of 
bringing back the lightweight con- 
ference crown are more than good. 
Edgar received his precollege 
training while a student at Sa- 
vannah high school, and his pres- 
tige under the floodlight was well 
deserved after slugging it out for 
two seasons without tasting de- 
feat. 
of the mainstays on the Tiger's 
boxing squad. Last year Edgar 
fought in the 127 lb. class but this 
year stepped up into the light- 
weight division after experiencing 
trouble last season in making the 
lighter weight. 
One of the cleanest fighters in 
the conference, Ross has estab- 
lished himself as a favorite with 
ring fans throughout the south. 
His favorite delight is to let his 
opponent lead and then to stop 
him cold with his flickering rights 
and lefts, that pack the wallop of 
a mule and the speed and decep- 
tion of greased lightning. So win, 
lose, or draw in the tournament, 
Ross will have given fight fans as 
good a fight as any in gloved and 
truckclad history. 
CLEMSON G 
Coyle   F   ..   ..   „   ..   .. 3 
Buchanan F 4 
Bagnal F  ..  .. 2 
Graham F 1 
McFadden C 5 
Moorman  G  ........ 0 
Lancaster G .. _j.. ..4 
Williams G 1 
F. Coakley G 0 
G. Coaikley  G  1 
Abee G  ..  .'. .. ...... 1 
PFTP 
4     6 













28; Half-time    score 
South Carolina 12. 
Free throws missed: Graham 2, 
Lancaster, Moorman, Abee, West- 
moreland 3, Alexander 2, Edwards, 
Lofdahl, Hymnson. 
Referee: Toohey, Nawberry; um- 
pire, Sevine,  Tennessee. 8 
Wentzel, Awtrey, 
Brenau Program 
A deputation from the Ctemson 
Y.M.C.A. conducted vesper services 
at Brenau college last Sunday. 
Those making the trip were DeWitt 
Ross, Bill Awtrey, Don Wontzel, 
Hoby Holtzendorff, Bill McGinty, 
and Mr. J. Roy Cooper. 
The program included talks by 
Awtrey and Wentzel on "Honesty," 
a violin selection by Holtzendorff, 
and two songs, "One Sweetly Sol- 
emn Thought" and "Calvary", by 




In Own Harbor 
Clemson's aquatic stars captured 
first place in six of nine events 
to defeat the tankmen of Tennes- 
see 43 to 32 at Knoxville last Sat- 
urday. This was the second win of 
the season in as many tries for 
the mermen from Tigertown, and 
from all indications, coach "Hol- 
tzy's" proteges are headed for an- 
other  successful   season. 
The 300-yard medley relay was 
won by the Tiger team of Martin, 
J. M'Knight, and B. .M'Knight. 
The 400-yard relay team of Greg- 
ory, B. M'Knight, ■ Martin, and 
Holtzendorff also finished in the 
top spot. Ehrhai'd and' B. M'Knight 
made their contributions to the 
first place parade by finishing 
first in the 440-yard free style and 
200-yard breast-stroke respectively. 
The only dual winner of the' meet 
was Holtzendorff of Clemson who 
splashed to -victory in the 50-yard 
and 100-yard dashes. The boys 
from the Volunteer state copped 
first . place in the 220-yard free 
style, the 150-yard backstroke, and 
the diving events. 
Summaries: 
300-yard medley relay—Clemson 
(Martin, J. M'Knight, B. M'- 
Knight), time—3:25»8. 
220-yard free style, Webb, Tenn.; 
Ehrhardt, Clemson; Ashley, Tenn., 
time—2:39.4. 
50-yard dash — Holtzendorff, 
Clemson; Brock, Tenn.; Gregory, 
Tenn., time—24.7. 
Diving — Elmore, Tenn.; Yagod- 
kin, Tenn.;  Richards, Clemson. 
100-yard , dash — Holtzendorff, 
Clemson; Brock, Tenn.; Delaney, 
Tenn.,   time—56.3. 
150 - yard backstroke — Silva, 
Tenn.; Martin, Clemson; Spain. 
Tenn.,  time   1:48.2. 
200-yard breaststroke — B. M'- 
Knight, Clemson; j. M'Knight, 
Clemson; Yagodkin, Tenn., time— 
2:55.5/ 
440-yard free style — Ehrhardt, 
Clemson; Webb, Tenn.; Silva, 
Tenn., time—6:9.9 
400-yard relay—Clemson (Greg- 
ory, B. M'Knight, Martin, Holtzen- 
dorff),  time—4:9.0. 
Wister Jackson 
Will Help Coach 
Jacket Gridders 
Wister Jackson, of Clemson, a 
varsity football and basketball play- 
er for the Tigers for three years, 
has been added to the Boys High 
School faculty as a substitute 
teacher, and in this capacity will 
also help Coach Bill Dilliard in 
spring football practice, Principal 
J. C. Turner announced. 
Basket Tourney 
Begins March 5 
The intramural basketball tour- 
nament to decide the brigade 
championship will begin the elmi- 
nation series Tuesday, March 5. 
At that time, teams representing 
every company in the corps will 
clash in double - elmination type 
rounds. Under this system a team 
will have to lose two games before 
dropping out of the championship 
running. Teams losing their first 
two games will be placed in a con- 
solation tourney. 
The winning team of the tourna- 
ment, as selected by the elimina- 
tion plan, will be titled the Clem- 
son College Intra-mural Basket- 
ball champions of 1940, and each 
member will be presented with a 
gold  basketball watch charm. 
Company athletic officers and 
company basketball captains will 
meet next Tuesday night, Feb- 
ruary 27, in the intramural office 
immediately after' supper for the 
purpose of making drawings and 




Bill Wade, tennis captain, will 
lead his team into serious practice 
nexl week. Bagnal, King, and Holt- 
zendorff will be working with Wade 
to defend their positions from such 
promising men as Burnette, play- 
ing manager, Baker,  and Edwards. 
The Racketeers are planning a 
trip through Florida during spring 
holidays. The first match of the 
season with Elon College, will be 
played here. Other games scheduled 
here soon are Rutgers and Boston 
College. , 
The   1940   outfit   is   expected   by 
observers,   to  be  even  better  than       Eighteen   pairs of   brothers    are 
last   year's   team   Which   finished j now attending the Missouri School 




Thirty  -  five candidates for 
Clemson's  1940  baseball    team 
1 will begin practice next Mon- 
day,  coach  Hlnson  announced 
this   week. 
With seven lettermen return- 
ing this year, along with half 
a dozen promising _ reserves, 
chances are pretty good that 
the Tigers will be able to pro- 
duce another championship 
team. 
At present however, the 
crying need is for reserve 
pitchers and outfielders, all the 
other positions being capably 
filled by last year's lettermen. 
Varsity players from last 
year who will be eligible again 
this year include Dude Buc- 
hanan, first base; George 
Coakley, catcher; Frank Hor- 
ton, second base; Ed Irick, 
third base; Francis Coakley 
and Bill Truluck, outfielders. 
Dellastatious, a last year's 
letter man, and Dobson will be 
back as reserves. 
Promising new candidates in- 
clude W. W. Holiday, Joe 
Blalock, George Floyd, W. W. 
Posey, and H. H. Jessen. 
The Bengals have scheduled 
24 games, the opening date be- 
ing played in Aiken with the 
Baltimore Orioles, a class AAA 
professional  ball  club. 
Clemson Students 
In Charlotte 
Golden Gloves Meet 
M. E. Walker and Raymond 
M'Cants, cftemson college's two 
representatives in the Golden Gloves 
tournament at Charlotte, were both 
eliminated in the quarter-round of 
the matches after giving a good 
account of of themselves during 
the earlier bouts. Walker drew a 
bye to th>3 quarter-finals and then 
was knocked out in the first round 
by Bob Wingate of the Charlotte 
"Y". M'Cants fought S. T. Caldwell 
of Cornelius in the first pairings, 
eliminating him by a T. K. O. in 
the second round. His next victim 
was Edgar Williams of Rock Hill, 
over whom he won an easy decision. 
M'Cants' next opponent was Ernest 
Glover, Charleston, who eliminated 
him by winning a closely contested 
decision. Incidentally both Glover 
and Wingate went on to win their 
semi-finals matches and advance to 
the final round of the tournament. 
You'll find them in stores, eating places, gas stations 
along the highways—in all kinds of public places 
convenient for your use. 
Nowhere else in the world is the distribution of tele- 
phones so general. And nowhere else can you get such 
fast, accurate, and friendly service at such low cost. 
Why not telephone home often? Rates to most 
points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all 
day Sunday. 
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Colonel Peyton To Conduct Annual Spring Inspection Of Corps 
Commandant Lists 
Details For Week 
Lieutenant Colonel Albert H. 
Peyton, assistant professor of mili- 
tary science and tactics at the Uni- 
versity of Georgia, has been de- 
tailed by the fourth Corps area 
ROTC commander to conduct the 
annual spring inspection at Clem- 
son May 9-10, Colonel Herbert M. 
Pool, commandant, announced this 
week/ 
Details of the inspection are be- 
ing drawn up in very much the 
same order of the inspection last 
year, Colonel Pool said. The tac- 
tical units will be- chosen from the 
second regiment and the batallions 
of the first regiment will demon- 
strate close and extended order drill 
and calisthenics. 
Major David R. Barnett, will serve 
as tactical officer for the defense 
tactical unit, and Major Russell P. 
Walthour will serve as tactical of- 
ficer for" the attacking unit. Stu- 
dent commanders for the units will 
be announced later. It is expect- 
ed that the problem will again be 
staged on hotel hill. 
Tentative plans for the inspec- 
tion call for class room inspection 
of students on the material which 
they have covered in military sci- 
ence courses during the year, and 
a full dress brigade parade, Thurs- 
day, May 9. 
BRIGADE REVIEW 
Scheduled for May 10 is the an- 
nual brigade parade and inspection 
musketry demonstrations, close and 
extended order drill exhibitions, and 
the tactical problem. 
One battalion of the first regi- 
ment will also demonstrate calis- 
thenics Friday afternoon. 
Activities of military week will be 
rounded out by the* selection of the 
best drilled individuals and units 
Saturday and the annual visitors 
day Sunday. The best drilled fresh- 
man, corporal, sergeant, platoon, 
and company will be selected at the 
competitive Saturday drills. Medals 
will be awarded to the winners at 
the visitors day parade Sunday. 
Colonel Peyton will grade the 
corps on the ability of the cadet of- 
ificers to command, direct, controll 
and lead; military bearing and neat- 
ness in the unit; military courtesies 
and customs of the service, in the 
unit; and military discipline and 
moral in the unit. 
Clemson was given the rating of 
excellent, the highest possible . rat- 
ing, on all phases, of the ROTC 
brigade inspection last year by Col- 
,onel Mitchell T. Gunner of the Uni- 
versity of Tennessee. 
The next annual meeting of the 
South Carolina Academy of Science 
will be held at Purman University 
April 20 according to Dr. G. H. 
Collings, professor of agronomy. 
Pool To Conduct 
Citadel Military 
Spring Inspection 
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, com- 
, mandant, ws this week named 
by the fourth corps area ROTC 
commander to conduct the an- 
nual spring inspection of Cita- 
del military unit. 
Colonol Pool said that al- 
though he has not been noti- 
fied of the dates of The Cita- 
del inspection, there would prob- 
ably not be a conflict with the 
inspection of the Clemson 
brigade which has been set for 
May 9-10. 
Seal Sale Head 
Thanks Students 
Campus People 
W. C. Hutchison, general chair- 
man of the tuberculosis Christmas 
seal sale for Oconee county, this 
week requested. that the Tiger ex- 
press his appreciation to the stu- 
dents and campus people of Clem- 
son for the support which they 
gave the annual seal sale. 
Mr. Hutchinson's letter follows: 
"Dear Sir: 
"Please allow me space in your 
newspaper to thank -the Clemson 
Cadet Corps for their fine spirit 
and contribution to the Oconee 
County tuberculosis seal sale. Par- 
ticular appreciation goes to Cadet R. 
B. Marshall who sponsored the seal 
sale in the barracks and to Mrs. 
W. W. Klugh of the campus. 
The cadets were very generous in 
contributing $75.00. The total Clem- 
son contribution was $224.34 or ap- 
proximately $50.00 above last year's 
sale. The sale for the entire coun- 
ty amountd to $870.45, $151.70 more 
than the previous year. 
"For the people of the county I 
extend my gratitude and appre- 
ciation to each cadet for his con- 
tribution. 
W. C. HUTCHCISON. 
LaMaster Speaks To 
Newberry Dairymen 
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head of 
the dairy department, will discuss 
Jersey pedigrees at the annual 
meeting of the South, Carolina Jer- 
sey Cattle Club in Newberry to- 
mprrow, Club President G. E. Haw- 
kins announced this week. 
C. G. Cushman and Vance Henry, 
extension dairy specialists, will pre- 
sent a review of the discussion on 
dairy feets. The facts to be pre- 
sented by Mr. Cushman were 
obtained at the recent meeting 
of the Southern section of the 
American Dairy Science Associa- 
tion in Birmingham. 
IT  PAYLS   TO  KEEPr NEAT    HAVE   YOUR CLOTHES 
CLEANED AND PRESSED REGULARLY AT— 
BODIFORD'S 
MARCUM'S JEWELRY STORE 
OF EASLEY 
Roll Films  Developed  .  .  .  Enlarged  Any  Size 
Send   your   negatives   or   complete   roll. 
MARCUM'S, EASLEY,  S.  C. 
Pepsi-Cola 7~lip Bottling Works 
118 W. Benson Street Anderson, S. C. 
CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS 
WELCOME AT 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
Main Street Anderson, S. C. 
Richard Ruhle Refrigeration Co. 
GENERAL ELECTRIC 
APPLIANCES 
ANDERSON, S. C. PHONE NO. 97 
YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU 
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST 
 AT  
SULLIVA1V 
HARDWARE CO.   1 ^ 
Anderson, South Carolina 
THE GREAT VIRGIL, Magician, (if you haven't alraedy guessed 
it) will appear at the Clemson YMCA next Friday in two perform- 
ances of his wonderful feats and thrilling miracles "right before 
your eyes." YMCA Secretary P. B. Holtenzorff today announced that 
all profits will be turned over to college treasurer Sam W. Evans.. 
..for the purpose of creating a loan fund for juniors and seniors. 
The fund will be added to from time to time by other benefit per- 
formances," Holtzendorff said. 
AMATEUR GOLF 
Its History And Its Future In Colleges 
'   By   CHARLES   EVANS,   JR. 
There is no more fitting time 
to write on this subject than when 
the, National Intercollegiate Ath- 
letic Association is in charge of 
college golf. 
In America just before the rub- 
ber-cored ball came in, about 1900, 
golf for spectators was played for 
the most part by middle-aged am- 
ateurs. 
It was the curiosity of our young 
boys rather than the skill of the 
players that started our galleries 
afield. The pros enjoyed the" quali- 
fied interest of strangers brought 
over from England and Scotland 
to serve the game. They were sup- 
erior players, of course, but that 
was their business. 
The Americans began to learn the 
game with true American enthus- 
iasm and amateur names began to 
get in the papers. Golf was gaining 
great ground by 1910. New names 
were springing up and becoming 
household words. They were ama- 
teur names, but the pros were in- 
creasing in numbers. 
American boys who had carried 
clubs to earn pocket money now 
played in American events. They 
had learned to play a good game be- 
fore they stopped caddying at 16. 
The limit now is 18. American fam- 
ilies did not care if their sons cad- 
died; it tended to keep them out of 
mischief and to learn golf. Rut 
they objected to their sons making 
golf a business. They felt that bus- 
iness was, a sterner thing than 
that. 
I remember it was generally con- 
ceded that the pro could beat the 
amateur, so we didn't enter his 
events; or was it social caste or 
the lack of public acclaim? At any 
rate, we did not go into them. 
The crowds did not want to watch 
pros anyway; wherever we went, 
they wanted to see us. 
You know the unparalleled vic- 
tory Francis Ouimet achieved in 
the Open of 1913. The public after 
that wanted the amateurs versus 
the pros, so we took shots at the 
National Open. Walter Hagen hol- 
ed a long curving putt that after- 
wards proved his winning stroke in 
1914, but the crowds followed only 
Ouimet and me. Next year, Jerry 
Travers took up the attack and won 
at Baltusrol, which I followed up by 
a victory in the National Open at 
Minneapolis in 1916, the second 
time that I had played in it. It 
was different; it was true, as the 
public thought, we were the great- 
est of all. If you had followed 
those events you would have seen 
great pros move around the cham- 
pionship links with not even their 
wives following. 
Then there were exhibition 
matches. Do you think the public 
wanted pros for them? They want- 
ed amateurs. Because we could not 
fill all the requests; some amateurs 
being rather careless too; I, who 
had the most to say, put some pros 
by most strenuous effort into these 
matches. Old-time pros know that 
this was the beginning of the eclipse 
of the amateur. 
But the eclipse was hardly visi- 
ble until well into the late Nine- 
teen Twenties. Some colorful pros 
caught the fancy of the crowds. 
The public began to look on with 
an understanding  eye.  They  were 
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getting tired of the old names any- 
way, but still we were drawing the 
crowds at the championships; the 
pioneer work had been done, and 
the pros were now available to 
make the money. 
The eclipse would have happened 
sooner but for Bobby Jones. It look- 
ed as if the sun would still shine 
on the amateurs, but he and too 
many  others   turned  professional. 
There has been very little in ama- 
teur golf in the ninteen thirties if 
you measure it by public acclaim 
and crowds. It is true, the amateur 
eclipse has been on in spite of 
Johnny Goodman; and on the 
other side, the sun shines full on 
the professional; who would go to 
see any amateur in action now in 
preference- to the pros, whether 
they were on the next hole, neigh- 
boring course, next city, adjoining 
state,   etc. 
■The resounding clapping, heat- 
breaking silence, the rustle of 
voices between shots, the indescrib- 
able calm of a golf gallery of any 
size, depth or width in any way 
you take those words is gone for 
the amateur of America unless the 
college amateur can change it back. 
The great newspapers and magazin- 
es have done their share to bring 
the professional forward and put 
the amateur out of the limelight. 
The law of averages has worked 
again, for it has of necessity left 
the only true amateur spirit in col- 
lege golf. The college amateurs have 
the opportunity to regain the crowds 
the frequent headlines. They must 
follow it in a more simple way and 
spirit; it will cost them less, and 
they will not play continually with 
the thought of money-making. 
The eclipse is over in spite of 
Bud Ward's great showing at Phil- 
adelphia last year; the victory was 
completed by the feeling that any 
prominent amateur now except the 
college one will join the pro re- 
volution. It is a rout. 
The hopes of the amateurs lie 
with the college golfers. May their 
administration be a credit to the 
amateur game we love. They do not 
want the public to pay for what 
they have done, and the public and 
the radio and then newspaper 
should not encourage them to do 
so. 
Former Student 
Dies At Liberty 
L; M. Yelton, Jr., Clemson class 
of '39, died in a Greenville hospital 
at 7:30 Tuesday morning following 
a four  week's illness. 
Yelton, a Liberty resident, was 
formerly of. Eastover. While at 
Clemson h«e was circulation mana- 
ger of The Tiger and a member of 
several campus organizations. 
L. T. Jones and J. T. Stansill, of 
The Tiger circulation staff, attend- 
ed the funeral in Columbia Wed- 
nesday. 
Dumas Will Leave 
For Fort Thomas 
Station June 15th 
Major Albert H. Dumas, ad- 
jutant on the Clemson ConV 
mandant's staff, was this week 
relieved of his duties at Clemson 
and ordered to a station with 
the 10th Infantry, at Fort 
Thomas,  Kentucky. 
He will report at his new post 
after June 15th. 
The Major has been connected 
with the Clemson military staff 
and faculty for six years. The 
normal' station period at a post 




Be Held Soon 
Coach "Rock" N6rman, Clemson 
College's new track coach, has an- 
nounced an intramural track meet 
to take place during the first or 
second weeks of March. The meet 
will be run off between teams of 
each company, the winning com- 
pany getting ice cream and cake as 
prizes. Any member of a company I 
will be eligible for the intramural 
team unless he is on the varsity 
track team or is out for track prac- 
tice at present. A full schedule of 
events is planned for the meet, but 
probatoly the longer distances will 
have to be cut out because of the 
lack on condition of most of the 
entries. Further details as to time 
and events will be announced later. 
8 
Senior Wise Tabs Power Used; 
Estimates Partial Cost Of Wife 
Clemson Trustee 
Receives Award 
The distinguished service ruby 
of Epsilon Sigma Phi, national 
honorary extension service frater- 
nity, will be awarded A. Frank 
Lever, Clemson College trustee, for- 
mer congressman, co-author of 
Smith-Lever bill which established 
extension work, and at present di- 
rector of public relations with the 
Farm Credit Administration here. 
The fraternity makes the award 
once each year. 
Mechanic Engineers 
Question Graduates 
Frank Mills, president of the 
American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers said Monday that the 
society will send questionnaires to 
last year's mechancial engineering 
graduates as to how they like .their 
jobs, the plants they are working 
in, the conditions under which 
they have to work, and the town 
in which they work. These will be 
sent out within the next two 
weeks. 
Ag Experts Get 
Fertilizer Data 
W. CS. Crandall* professor of 
vocational education, and Dr. W. 
T. Ferrier, associate professor of 
agricultural economics, were hi 
Charleston February 19 collecting 
information concerning the buying 
of fertilizer by the farmer. Dr. 
Ferrier is interested mainly in the 
cooperative method  of buying. 
Appleby To Speak 
At PSA Meeting 
The Reverend Mr. Appleby, 
minister of the Presbyterian 
church in Anderson will speak 
Wednesday at the Presbyterian 
Student Association meeting. 
Pool Elected 
To May Court 
Wylene Pool, daughter of Colonel 
Ifcrebrt M. Pool, commandant, was 
this week elected to serve on the 
annual May Court at Brenau Col- 
lege, where she is enrolled as a 
freshman. 
Dr. G. H. Collings, professor of 
agronomy, attended the funeral of 
his uncle, Mr. Frank R. Luke, in 
Goldsfooro North Carolina Saturday. 
1 
Dr. Collings, secretary of the 
Academy, has asked all members 
who wish to present papers to get 
in touch with him immediately.     1 
Dr. J. B. Edmond, of the horti- 
cultural department, who has been 
ill since Wednesday is improving 
and is expected to resume his work 
soon. 
Electrical Miracles . . . 
BROADCASTING music over a flickering beam of light. This is 
one of the many thrilling demonstrations to be seen at the General 
Motors "Previews of Progress," science stage show, which will ap- 
pear on the campus Tuesday evening, February 27, at 7 o'clock. 
Admission free. 
AVIATOR:—F. T. "Bud" Knox, 
Clemson graduate '39, was re- 
cently transferred from Ran- 
dolph to Kelly field where he 
is working for his Army Air 
Corps commission. Knox, who is 
compiling an outstanding record 
at Clemson, was a member of 
Scabbard and Blade and other 
campus organizations while a 
student at Clemson. 
EPISCOPAL DANCE 
Episcopal men' will dance at the 
parish house Saturday night. Rev- 
erend Veal, Episcopal rector, an- 
nounced this week Anderson Col- 
lege  girls  will  attend. 
By   MITCHELL   SIMMONS 
When Electrical Engineering 
Senior Bill Wise of Newberry 
thinks of getting married, he 
thinks of how much it will cost 
and whether two can live as cheaply 
as one. Maybe not first, but he 
does get around to thinking about 
those things and figuring just how 
important they really are. 
Right now Bill is experimenting 
with the cost of electricity. He 
picked up an old kilowatt hour 
meter in the junk corner of the 
supply room of the Newberry pow- 
er company several weeks ago and 
has plugged it into his electric in- 
let to measure the amount of pow- 
er which he and his ole lady, 
Louis Hinson, use. 
So far, Bill says, electricity 
seems to be an expensive item. He 
has had the meter connected less 
than two weeks and already the 
register shows that he has used 
more than ten kilowat hours. 
Figured on the regular retail 
rates, this would cost at least fifty 
cents. And besides, Bill said, he 
and Dot (his fiancee) will have 
to use more than one light, a 
radio, and a toaster. At present the 
light and radio represent the load 
on the meter. 
"I had originally thought that 
I might figure how much power I 
used this semester and get a re- 
fund from the college," Bill said, 
"but I don't think there is any 
q»estion about that now. Regard- 
less of the rate, I would still owe 
the college.     Anyway   when   the 
weather gets warmer I'm going to 
make an electric fan out of the 
meter." 
Bill has also come to the con- 
clusion that two could not live as 
cheaply as one if one of the twc 
were nis ole lady Hinson. Hinson 
stays up too much to study. ''The 
power "bill would break the Christ- 
mas bank saving fund," he said. 
Besides the fun of setting up the 
meter and watching the disc spin 
when he could not concentrate on 
electric problems, Bill says that 
his experiment with electricity has 
shown only that a good way to 
keep the electric bill down is tc 
turn off the lights when they are 
not needed. "I knew that," he 
says, "in the beginning." 
Professor Gee 
Talks Oddities 
Professor Robert E. Gee, of 
the chemistry department knows 
chemistry and cows. Says Pro- 
fessor Gee, "There's Poland- 
China cows in Alabama— you 
prop them up with a pole (on 
the side of a hill) and milk them 
in a china cup." 
"A Complete Printing Service" 
ELECTRIC   CITY 
PRINTING  COMPANY 
Est.—1920 
W. Benson St. 
Anderson, S. C. 
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Chesterfield presents a 
Combination you can count on for 
MILDNESS 




lhe perfect blend of 
the world's best cigarette to- 
baccos in Chesterfield gives you 
the two things you want and 
look for in a cigarette ... Real 
Mildness and Better Taste. 
Then, if you add that 
Chesterfields are far cooler, 
you know you have a ciga- 





The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarette 
Copyright 1940, 
LIGGETT & MYERS 
TOBACCO CO. 
